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Variable Pig (Forest Mountain Pig)
POLAR PIG 194
Welcome to another issue of Variable Pig and this one comes with an important announcement. I
have decided that it is time for me to start giving up the Pig. It is becoming too much like hard work
and a chore, rather than a fun hobby which is what it should be. My enjoyment of other postal
games is also diminishing, which is not a good sign. I do not intend to give up immediately, but
wind down to a gradual fold. I still wish to reach issue 204, which would be my milestone 200th
issue of involvement with the zine. It will also allow me to run most games to a close. This may
also give me time to change my mind, like Conrad, should enthusiasm return.
There are quite a few game starts this issue, which may seem counter-intuitive to the above
announcement, but they do fit with my planned timing. However, there will be no new waiting lists
and the next 6 Nimmt game will be the last game start in next issue. I have had to shuffle a few
players around in the new Railway Rivals game to ensure everyone asking to play, joined at least
one game. Also, oddly, this has been a quick and easy issue to produce (RoboRally excepted),
but I think that’s because finally making the decision took some of the pressure off.
It's been a busy few weeks for travel. I made my first trip for business just for customer meetings,
not tied to a trade show, since Mexico in March 2020, heading out to St, Louis for a short visit.
This was followed by a return to Detroit for the FOCUS Conference (all about painting cars) which
was very successful and Chicago for the Windy City Coatings Course. I have more short trips to
Cleveland and Detroit planned, plus a return to Sao Paolo for the ABRAFATI show. I’m looking
forward to visiting Churrascaria Jardineria once more and enjoying their fabulous buffet, steaks
and awesome Caipirinha again.
It's been a fairly cool spring so far, which is a pleasant change from an almost immediate shift from
winter to summer that sometimes happen. We’ve been very successful with our bird feeders
already, luring a Bluebird and Baltimore Oriole (a spectacularly bright yellow bird) already, plus the
hummingbirds are back. We also had more success with our spring flowers this year, with plenty
of Daffodils in bloom and finally succeeding in getting some white and purple crocuses – so many
that the rabbits couldn’t eat them all before we could enjoy them. We have also filled the deck with
pots full of tomato and pepper plants, plus some radishes, carrots, and red flowers to attract more
hummingbirds. The grill is also ready for the summer.
Our bowling league finished for the season, and we finished 7th, which was much better than I had
expected given our awful start to the season. We did start winning in the final quarter of the
season and my game improved once I got the hang of my new ball. My average finished at 157 so
there is room for improvement next year. We’re not bowling in a summer league this year so will
start afresh at the end of August.
Summer means the Iron Pigs are back and, so far, they’ve been having a good season with a 2521 record, a substantial improvement on last year. We have been to two games so far with
another two postponed due to rain. The Pigs won one and lost one, but there was a lot more
action (especially from the Pigs) than last season. Hopefully, it will continue.
The Covid situation in Pennsylvania has worsened recently and Lehigh and Bucks Country have
been moved back into red, so we’re masked again at work. I’ve heard that the hospitals are also
getting more crowded again, but I don’t think it’s as bad as the Delta wave last year.
That’s all for now. I hope you have an enjoyable early summer and look forward to hearing from
you.
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Letters
Richard Smith
It's been a very long innings of zine editorship. Like many, I predicted the demise of
postal gaming many years ago, but what happened instead was it settled into a hardcore of old farts, many
being both GMs and players. There was even a mini revival recently. So, I wasn't expecting to still be doing
it approaching retirement age. Of course, quite a lot of players and GMs are already retired and in theory
have more time on their hands, though it doesn't always work out that way.

More time doesn’t necessarily mean more energy, unfortunately, and one’s powers of concentration are not
as good, sadly.
Tom Howell
Oh, shoot. All good things eventually come to an end. You've had an incredibly long
and incredibly successful career in this hobby where historically the majority of publishing efforts fail to
reach 27 issues and only 3 percent have put out 193 or more issues*.
* That would be North American stats; I don't have the data on the British hobby.

I suspect the numbers are quite similar for the UK. Box who started Polar Pig, managed 32 issues before I
took over.
John Walker
I echo Richard and Tom's sentiments. I enjoy the place Pig holds in PBM, with as
Richard suggests, a retirement home for us hardcore gamers. You never know if you do announce Pigs
end, someone may take over, like what happened recently when Alan Parr with Hopscotch. Mike Parnaby
took over the United game and Alan still produces a zine but just with the bits he still enjoys doing.

I’d be happy to turn the reins over if anyone is interested.
Richard Smith
I've always liked the slow pace of the games, and being part of the of the zine
community, this being a much nicer place to be than social media. Some of the nerdier activities like
designing Railway Rivals maps and writing game rules have also kept me interested.

I still enjoy a lot of these and will probably continue to design maps. I might also continue to run games as a
sub-editor or in a subzine.
Tom Howell
So, ten more issues. A WitWiKN? that ran its full course, would just fit, wouldn't it?
Think I'll do that. But I will plan on not starting any other new games in VP.

Yes, that should work fine. It may creep to one or two more, but in an ever-decreasing format.
Bob Gingell
I would like to play on the Prairies map but otherwise if you are dropping games I
could run one or two instead.

Regarding the RR Prairies game, I will be starting and running the game, as it fits (just about) with my
planned timing to stop. However, there will not be any new waiting lists, unless I change my mind.
Richard Smith
But if you're feeling like it's all a chore and you're just going through the motions, then
I guess you must decide if you want to stop altogether or just do less.

There is definitely too much work to producing the zine now. Business travel has picked up dramatically the
last few months and it’s a challenge to catch up with other parts of the job when I get back, then produce a
zine.
Richard Smith
I did wonder if the pandemic might indirectly be responsible for things becoming
more burdensome, as the Pig (and many other zines) sped up and offered more games whilst everyone
was locked inside. Reverting more quickly to a slower turnaround and/or less games might have helped, or
not.

That’s true, especially about speeding up zine production and increasing the game offerings during the
pandemic. The end of the pandemic and the demands of the new normal are also factors.
Richard Smith

Whatever you decide you have my support and best wishes for the future.

Thanks Rich – I hope you will also continue in some form or other.
Steve Ham

I think that's it. Thanks for all the GMing.

Thanks Steve – Steve had not seen the announcement when he sent this.
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Brendan Whyte
(May, after deadline) Irradiated swine issue arrived in the mail today. Seems it scored
5 "1st"s in its examinations... the bright red seals were attached to the top right corner.
Richard Smith
That's a whole month! I reported on 12th April to Jim "All the zines have now been
posted, except Arthur's which needs handouts. Just caught the last collection at the supermarket so they
should hit doormats on Thursday in the UK and er, sometime later in the US and Down Under."
I checked the prices: Large Letter World Zone 2 is still £4.20 which used to be 5 1st
class stamps but the value of these has gone up from 85p to 95p, so I "paid" £4.75 (the stamps cost me
85p each). So, it should have gone by plane and not boat. Maybe they're still having COVID-related delays
(?)

Thanks for the news. I recall some of your DtC issues taking very long times to reach PA, so maybe it’s titfor-tat by the postal services or maybe Australian customs thought we were smuggling in radioactive pigs.
Allan Stagg

Thanks for the latest VP, an issue which had a certain glow about it!

Definitely one of the more unusual breeds I’ve found.
Martin Walker

I think I may have tried a slice or two of that pig in the past....

Apparently, it’s pork is edible although I’m not sure who has volunteered try it.
Brendan Whyte
Jim-Bob!

(from email reminder) > Jim, Richard, Tom, John, and Bob. Cue Waltons: Goodnight

We use a ruder version of this at the Crets holidays.
Brendan Whyte
Call me dumb, but I don’t get these two either:
3. A new rock supergroup has been formed featuring members of Dire Straits with Chris Rea on lead
vocals. The first Chris Straits album is out next month.
4. Milo of Crouton. He's strong enough to hold down a salad, and the wolves won't go away hungry from his
table.

No, I don’t understand them either and I have no idea who Milo of Crouton is. Maybe Richard can help…
Richard Smith
Despite a bit of effort to get some space fillers together in advance after exhausting
the supply, I ended up using the two good ones (the joke physics advert and the US Presidents crossword)
I had and still needing some more...
The Milo of Crouton one was the first of a series of "famous characters from history" name jokes that Tom
thought of, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Milo_of_Croton. I also had a barely started movie picture quiz
with some terrible ones which did appear in the printed zine only.
I ended up using the Milo of Crouton one chucked in with some other name jokes, some of which are rather
old (e.g., Windows 95!). The supergroup one is a bit puerile but shouldn't need spelling out...
... merging Dire Straits and Chris Rea could give you Chris Straits, or ... (yuck!)

Ah, brain freeze
Brendan Whyte
Re. your ad for thephysicshop.com ... there really is a thephysicsshop.com website
(with 2 s's). They sell 4four(!) types of t-shirts. I don't get the 'I can't talk now' one.... can anyone explain it
please?

Regarding the Physics T-shirt, it’s a play on the definition of work (energy). “Work done by the force is
equal to the product of the force and the displacement of the object in the direction of force.” So, the wearer
of the shirt cannot talk because he has too much work.
Brendan Whyte
Hm... still doesn't make sense. I know from early high school years that work =
force x distance. But the integral of an undefined function f(x) is completely different... you only get a
product (force x distance) if integrating between 2 known points x1 & x2 (so distance = x2-x1) and the
function f(x) is a constant (i.e., f(x)=5). Then the graph is a rectangle, and the area of the rectangle = del(x)
times y.
Thinking about it in the wee hours of insomnia... integrals are the sum of an infinite
number of infinitely narrow rectangles, with width = 1/(delta x) = 1/infinity, and height = f(x). But it still seems
a stretch to equate an arbitrary function [f(x)] as on the t-shirt with a specific thing like work.... As a (former)
maths lecturer, it sure makes me feel dumb not to get this though...

Let’s consult an expert
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Jon Carter
In physics the definition of the work done by a force on an object is the size of the
force times the distance the object moves. We further have as standard notation that F is a force and F(x)
is a force that depends on a location x. So, the integral given on the t-shirt corresponds to the work done by
a force over some interval. So read the integral as "work".
Richard Smith
Wins the grand prize of the gift-wrapped particle in a box :-)

Thanks everyone – not as complex as some of the statistics discussions in Dane’s Games (wibble) but a more
advanced discussion than usual.
Murray Egan
Good to hear that things are starting to return to 'normal' years! Although I'm sure
that Hannah wishes she were back with her beau.

I was briefly in Illinois this week as we crossed over the state line from St. Louis. I was there for a couple of
days visiting customers – no trade shows, just customer meetings. It was good to be back on the road again
and the customers were happy to see suppliers again (despite all the shortages). However, it’s still not
completely normal as my shoulder is aching after my second booster jab today.
Allan Stagg
At home Sam started his new job with the AXA insurance company. This involves
him travelling to different companies who are clients of AXA to give their staff health checks and dispense
advice. He bought his first car for this after Christmas, was happily on the road at the beginning of January,
and then in the first week of work he was involved in an accident in Birmingham which led to his car being
written off. We became his taxi service until he was able to buy another car, but I am glad to say he is back
on the road again.

Good news about Sam and I hope he is enjoying his new role. Very sad about his car, but hopefully he
wasn’t hurt.
Allan Stagg
Glad to hear that things are getting back to normal with you. It is much the same here
- the winter was a lot less restricted than previously, and there is very little mask-wearing in public
nowadays. Concerns have now passed to the war in Ukraine, the impact this has had on the Cost of Living,
and the vitally important question of how many parties the PM attended in breach of Covid rules.

It was a mixed week for normality. I had my first business trip just to see customers (as opposed to a trade
show) for two years, traveling to St. Louis in Missouri. Despite the mask mandate on flights having been
dropped, I think that over 40% of the passengers and crew still chose to wear masks. My impression from
recent trade shows and these visits is that people and companies are fairly keen to re-establish more face-toface contact, as many relationships have been lost in the pandemic. There are also a lot of new people in the
workforce who lack the experience and contacts of their former staff, so there are lots of introductions and
trainings to do.
Michael Pargman
We are still only working one day at the office, but rumour has it that this is not really
due to covid but simply that we wouldn't all fit in the office if everyone turned up. Still, it suits me good,
although maybe you get a bit too comfortable being at home. It is difficult to keep focus 100% on work,
especially around lunchtime. On the other hand, it's even more difficult to go on a coffee break when there
are no colleagues around to call out for. Also, I've been experiencing some computer problems with my
Teams meetings suddenly closing down on me.

Good to hear that you still have flexible working options. Evonik opened the newly renovated wing of our
building (which had been closed for 10+ years) and it has been designed for those partly working from
home. It looks great and it’s an interesting concept. It’s certainly nice to see some of my work from home
colleagues in person again. Meanwhile, I have been moving office and labs as the wing where I work is next
in-line for renovation. I still work from the office most days (when I’m not traveling) but have flexibility to
work from home as needed.
Jon Carter
Life has been hectic here just recently. I had to reply for my own job last week, I wait
to see what the future holds on this.

Sorry to hear that you’re having to reapply for your job; I’m amazed that companies are still doing this
when hiring is so difficult and keeping trained and experienced employees a challenge.
Michael Pargman
My girlfriend is still here, studying Swedish, and I think she is doing great, but she
isn't satisfied. She's sending in work applications all the time, but no one seems to pick up on her skills. I
only wish she would start getting called for interviews at least, so they could get to know her better.
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Best of luck to your girlfriend and hope she can start getting some interviews soon. I’m sure that it’s
frustrating for her.
Dane Maslen
For anyone worried by the possibility of an escalation in Ukraine that would lead to
war between NATO, and Russia I offer the comforting thought that at least the nuclear winter would
counteract global warming. Admittedly not the best way of dealing with that problem though.

Well, thanks for that cheery thought.
Bob Pitman
Still have my fingers and toes crossed for Ukraine to win back all their territory but its
bloody and brutal and not understandable... how does Russia expect its neighbours to ever see it as a
trustworthy partner ever again no matter the outcome. The latest is that their state TV is showing how the
hypersonic missiles with nuclear warheads and the drone loitering munition nuclear torpedoes will take the
British Isle out within a couple of minutes. The Irish are not impressed at the threat of being nuclear tidal
waved along with the UK. Also takes out our refuge location if nastiness were to occur, so back to
improving the understairs “Protect and Survive” inner sanctuary!

Not much I can say about the Russia Ukraine conflict, although the fall out is growing in lots of unexpected
ways. First the shortage of neon, but now more seriously a shortage of nickel that will cause yet more supply
issues affecting stainless steel and Lithium-Ion batteries (amongst other things). Of course, the bigger
problems will come around the harvest and the UN is already forecasting more food shortages. I wonder if
Vladimir planned to shut down Russia’s breadbasket. I wonder if Russia planned for a prolonged conflict as
they are also dependent on Ukrainian grain.
Richard Smith
A surreal event in the supermarket today: Cooking oils, particularly sunflower oil is in
short supply in the UK due to the Ukraine war, and supermarkets are limiting purchases. Well, I only
needed one litre, so that's not a problem, but the shelf in Tesco’s was empty, except for one crumpled
bottle that no-one wanted. As I put it in my trolley, I experienced a strange feeling of guilt that I probably
shouldn't have.

I’ve heard about this but have been reading about other materials that have been affected..
Michael Pargman
Ukraine continues to be a scary part of our lives here. I think the number of Ukrainian
victims is a lot higher than what has been reported and the devastation of the cities looks horrible. It seems
like Russia is creating a Chechnya situation, bombing indiscriminately hospitals, schools, and civilians.
Currently it seems like Russia is pushing for their "victory day". We saw pictures of people shifting signs
around Mariupol to all-Russian signs, probably to produce a nice show for the day. It's hard to think that
Ukraine will be able to push Russia back from the south-east. But Europe seems to finally start acting to
reduce the need for Russian gas and oil. But it comes with the heavy cost of doing business with countries
like Venezuela and Iran despite them not changing an inch. The world has truly become so much more
insecure.

I’m relieved to be far away from Ukraine but I think the consequences will spread much further. You are
correct that Europe still needs energy and will need to get it from somewhere. I’m not sure if Venezuela is
able to supply but others will. Meanwhile the price of energy is shooting up everywhere and this is driving
inflation. Ukraine is also a major producer of food and there will be more problems when the harvests are
due.
Michael Pargman
After more than 80 years of Sweden being a neutral country, public and political
opinions are rapidly turning towards joining NATO. The repercussions of such a step are kind of unknown.
But it looks like both Finland and Sweden will soon join, and we are seeing Russian propaganda building
up. The latest being putting up billboards outside the Swedish embassy in Moscow with claims that famous
Swedes were Nazis, and fake news about Finland sending tanks to the Russian border.

Standard Russian misinformation and propaganda then.
Michael Pargman
Covid is hardly mentioned anymore here in Sweden, but it's still very real in China. I
have a friend through science fiction who has been in a complete lock-down in Shanghai for more than a
month. They are not allowed to leave their block and there are mandatory PCR tests every morning. With
such a lockdown, I don't understand how infections can continue to spread within the lockdown areas.

The Covid situation in China is pretty bad. My friend / colleague in Shanghai has been locked down for two
months now. They’re coping well, but it’s frustrating.
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Michael Pargman
It seems like the way the politics work in China makes it difficult for them to admit
taking wrong decisions before, so they are continuing fighting covid with lockdowns that used to be
successful but isn't any longer. If Beijing will be affected by the same measurements, the repercussions will
affect us all in one way or the other.

I don’t think the policy is sustainable given the rest of the world has opted for an endemic policy (by
default), but maybe the Chinese government can manage it. The lockdown in Shanghai will only magnify
global supply chain problems so we will all get to “enjoy” the knock-on effects. My colleague in supply
chain advises to start buying your Christmas presents now.
Steve Ham
We did all have COVID symptoms in March but only 2 of us tested positive on both
Lateral Flow tests and the PCR test (a couple of weeks before the government stopped offering them).
Almost everyone I know at work has had COVID in the last 8 weeks so hopefully that's built some immunity.

I’ve still managed to escape Covid, or at least think I have. I’m about 24 for 24 on negative tests, although I
have another one scheduled tomorrow. These are required by work if I travel for business. I also had my
2nd booster a couple of weeks ago, so hopefully I will be OK if (when) I do eventually catch it.
Murray Egan
Sorry to hear that Jacqueline is not feeling well...hopefully she will make it back in
time for the show on Thursday...tell her that Sue, myself, and all the sisters in Austria are pulling for her.

Jacqueline’s sore throat has finally started to improve, and she is hoping to go back to choir tomorrow
night. I’ve joined her on the Z-Pack as my post-nasal drip is persistent, but that usually clears it up.
Murray Egan
Things have taken a turn for my Dad, and I fear he is headed for hospice care. The
timing for hospice is uncertain, but he is in hospital now and not doing great. I'm guessing I will spend my
birthday bedside in Sioux Falls. So not real upbeat in this letter. apologies.

Very sorry to hear the news about your Dad today. Our sincere condolences for your loss and our prayers
for you and Sue in the difficult weeks to come. We will light a candle for your father at the Cathedral on
Sunday. Wishing you also a safe journey back to Sioux City.
Carolyn Townsend I hope the family are keeping well. Has Hannah settled down into a new routine and
have you got used to having her back at home?

All good here. Hannah has met a new boyfriend, although he lives in Indiana, so it is a long-distance
relationship. We met him the first time a couple of weeks ago and he seems like a nice guy. She is still very
busy at work, but we have been seeing more of her recently and she is cooking dinner tonight.
Steve Ham
I'm sorry I've missed the deadline; I seem to have fallen into the habit of your
reminder being a prompt for me to look at the games.

No problem with the timing as I usually spend the first week after deadline just collating and chasing orders
and making a start on some of the simpler games, like Popular Demand and the Lyric Quiz.
Steve Ham
Hopefully that won't always be the case but just at the moment life is very busy not
just with work but also dealing with 3 teenagers. This has to be the toughest season of parenting yet and I
just wish someone could tell me that in 10 years’ time it would all be OK. The stuff that young people have
to deal with these days makes me feel that I'm very unqualified for the role of parent. At least I can do the
taxi service bit!

Parenting teenagers is not easy, but it does eventually get better as they become more independent. I do
agree that they seem to have to deal with a lot more now, although I suspect our parents thought the same.
Michael Pargman
I hope you are all at good health. I feel fine, although I'm doing an extra check-up of
my lungs because of something they saw when doing the full body scan two months ago.

Glad to hear that you’re doing well, and we wish you all the best for your next check-up. I joke to my
colleagues about the need for increased maintenance (medical checks) as you get older, but it’s good to get
checked out. Most things have a much better chance of treatment if detected early.
Michael Pargman
I've re-started to play tennis and padel again, and soon it should be time to begin
with disc golf again. A few weeks ago, I fixed up my bike. The battery is all gone, but it works great even
without the battery.
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I need to start organizing tennis again. We’ve had a really cold April, which didn’t really encourage
outdoor sports, plus the timing of some business events and Ramadan (one of regular opponents is Muslim
and can’t play while fasting) didn’t help. However, it’s warming up and it will be good to play again.
Bob Pitman
We went for a Bluebell run or two over Portsdown Hill and towards Richard’s manor.
Was some nice countryside, nice and dry for us except for the ford in the middle of a field. The Bluebells
were out of vast numbers, and after we had viewed them we went off to a nice café in Southwick. The
company, the chat, and the social drink (lemonade) made all the effort worthwhile. It was a good result for
me as I did a 10k charity run at the start of April and my knees were already playing up – even doing squattype poses in tai chi / yoga class but after the run around Lee on Solent I spent a week resting legs and
virtually permanently wearing the runner’s favourite accessory... a pair of cold pads on the knees! It
seemed to work, and I am now [touching wood] back and injury free.

Congrats on the 10K charity run and glad to hear your knees are forgiving the exertions. I’ve seen a few
pictures on Facebook of the bluebell and, as always, they look very pretty. We don’t really have them in
Pennsylvania. The grape hyacinth grows here, and this can group together to give an attractive, carpet like
effect, but they’re not the same.
Chris Hibbert
Sorry about the lateness. I'm still a little sore from a short backpacking trip we just did
only a little ways south of San Jose. The weather was great, and the wildflower were stunning. I slept under
the stars with just a sleeping bag, which meant every time I woke momentarily, I was looking at the stars.
As close as we were to San Jose, I still saw plenty of satellites, shooting stars, and the Milky Way.

Sounds very nice – a clear night sky is always beautiful.
Brendan Whyte
Brendan and Su, finishing a cycling tour of the Riverina, now at a lovely motel where
ranch sliders in our room open directly onto the 5th tee of the local golf course. Ahhh....

Enjoy
Mike Townsend
Wednesday, we head off to Scotland for 6 nights taking in Glencoe and Edinburgh.
Bit of our calendar challenge and weather permitting some Monro bagging. followed by a more relaxing
time in Edinburgh when the festival is not in full swing.
Carolyn Townsend This week Mike and I are off to Scotland for a short break and next week I go with
Rachel to Tenerife for a girlie short break. Time with Mike will be lots of walking but with Rachel it should be
lots of relaxing with cocktails and sitting on the beach/round the pool

Have a good trip to Scotland and hope you get some pleasant weather; it can be pretty damp up there. Our
last Crets holiday in Scotland was one the wettest in our history. Also hope you have fun in Tenerife,
although at least you can be more confident about the weather.
Bob Pitman
We have a street party for Ms Windsor’s Jubilee in the job being arranged by our
neighbours, I can’t wait for someone to try and persuade Noel to wear a comedy Union Jack bowler hat.
We are both going to enjoy ourselves and the company, but we are Republicans (not the insane neolobotomised GOP type of Monarchist-Republicanism), Noel is one by birth and I am by leanings and choice
– I suspect we won’t be alone in that choice on our road! We will enjoy the company and the fun and raise
a glass to Ms Windsor. The day also happens to be our wedding anniversary so we will be celebrating!

Enjoy the jubilee party. I think the last one I attended was the silver jubilee in 1977 when I was still at
school. Oddly, I still support the Royal Family although only as a Constitutional Monarchy and I would
definitely favour limiting the number that are supported by the public purse. That said, I’m not sure I would
miss them if the UK became a republic.
Andy York
Went to FnordCon this past weekend (local game company, Steve Jackson Games,
was host). I was surprised that they required masks and vax proof to attend (though others at the hotel,
including staff, were free to do as they wished). With minor exceptions, everyone followed the stipulations even masking between water sips in the programming (instead of using the "I'm drinking, albeit slowly, so I
don't have to mask" excuse that was common on airplanes (no personal experience, just through
anecdotes)). Several attendees commented that they were relieved that masking/vax was required, and it
was the reason they attended.

Glad to hear the Fnordcon was a success and interesting to hear about the masking. I guess they either
know or canvassed their target audience and realized that many would prefer to keep masking. Quite a few
people are still masked at EPGS.
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The number of people masked at airports and on planes still remains high (I would estimate 60 – 75%) at
least on flights to/from Allentown and Philly. I don’t wear a mask so much now (I do on flights and in
airports), but I usually carry one with me, in case I see that others are masked.
Andy York
Yep, FnordCon is a good, small, event. There'll be a lengthier commentary on in it
my column in Doug Kent's "Eternal Sunshine" for May. Didn't play many games, enjoying the panels for the
most part. I did get in a six-person Melee game GM'd by Steve, ending up as the winner with another on my
team also surviving (the first casualty of the game was our other teammate). Humorously, the person I
matched up against first (similarly armed) swung at me and fumbled, dropping his sword. After picking up
his sword, he again tried to hit me....only to fumble and drop his sword again. Needless to say, he didn't last
long after the second drop.

I had a few battles like that when we played AD&D.
Andy York
I also had the chance to try 6th Edition Car Wars (I had tried an early version of it at a
previous FnordCon). Fun game plays MUCH differently than the original Car Wars I played in the '80s.

I can’t remember if I have played Car Wars or not.
Andy York
Panels discussed changes in the manufacturing/shipping industries, new products in
the pipelines and two sessions with John Kovalic, the Guest of Honour. One focused on his backstory and
the other on Munchkin, including his art in the product line. I'm a fan of John, so it was nice to meet him and
get a chance to chat a couple of times. In one of his Patreon posts from the Con, he included a picture that
had me in it. Also, he asked to take a picture of me wearing one of his t-shirt designs that I'd gotten from his
online store (consisting of the message "I'm Cosplaying Me").

Good to hear that you met John Kovalic; I met my artist “hero” Rodney Matthews at a Magnum concert
which was great. I’ve tried Munchkin a few times, but it never really clicked, but it’s clearly a popular
game.
Murray Egan
I read that you are going to see the Sound Of Music....that’s the play in Utrecht where
we took our families in 2004ish was one of my favourite Holland memories....recalling the beginning of the
movie where Jacquie and I screamed at the top of our lungs: "DAR IST MARIA" when she appears on the
mountain top the size of 1 pixel in the distance. Excellent.

We were going to the Sound of Music tonight but unfortunately Jacqueline has gone down with strep throat
and has been feeling pretty poorly today. We changed our tickets to the following Thursday night, but I was
traveling so Jacqueline went with a friend. She said it was excellent.
I remember the Sound of Music with you in Utrecht – Jacqueline and I left in the interval to fly to Japan for
our exploration visit and you and Sue kindly took Thomas and Hannah back to their grandparents in De
Meern. I also recall some spectacular fancy dress costumes there.
Allan Stagg
We have visited a couple of NT properties that are fairly close to us - Hughenden and
Cliveden. Hughenden has an interesting story - it was the family home of Benjamin Disraeli, but in the war it
was used for top secret work housing the team of mapmakers who prepared the maps used by British and
US air crews who were attacking targets on the Continent. Like Bletchley Park, the people who worked
there were covered by the Official Secrets Act and nothing was known about the work that was done there
until in 2004 a National Trust volunteer overheard a visitor tell his grandson that he used to work there.

The NT visits sound very interesting. Hughenden sounds like somewhere for Brendan to visit if he hasn’t
already. I think Colin Bruce may have written about this in some of the recent issues of FuN. We haven’t
had many cultural trips last year, but we did go to see Al Stewart again with a couple of friends in
Harrisburg. It was another excellent concert and great to see him still going.
Mike Townsend
We are definitely getting up to more these days. Been to two concerts this week. The
rather awesome Tool made a rare appearance in Blighty and Stuart, and I took a trip to the NEC. I do like
heavy, complex, and overly long tracks (average around 10 minutes). I rather think that their new album
(Fear Inoculum) is a belter. Well, it's not really that new - 2019 but is certainly relatively new given that their
last album was 13 years before that!

I’ve heard of Tool but don’t think I know their music. I’m really not great at finding new music except the
annual mega-download from Nick and Richard. We went to see Al Stewart with some friends in Harrisburg
last weekend. He’s touring with a band again so there’s more a more electric and full band sound, which is
nice although the set is still overly heavy on “Year of the Cat.”
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The support act / backing band were the Empty Pockets who also played a nice cover of “Meet on the
Ledge.” Nothing more lined up until June when we’ll see Asia in nearby Sellersville. It goes a bit crazy after
Cropredy though with Rammstein, The Decemberists and My Chemical Romance all lined up, plus I’m
hoping to see Magnum again in Holmfirth after the Crets.
Mike Townsend
Worth giving Tool a listen if you get the chance. "Fear Inoculum" is their latest album.
Takes a few listens too but worth the effort. Rammstein is one band that I've never seen and would like to!
They have a cultish following in the UK and don't come here so often.

I’ve not seen Rammstein before and don’t think I’ve had any opportunity before. It should be fun.
Carolyn Townsend We had a busy Friday night – we went to Cardiff to see the kids and Bill Bailey which
was very good. Bill is very talented – very musical as he plays the “bells of rock” and the horns (bicycle) as
well as the piano and various guitars. Rachel worked at the venue doing stewarding, but she still managed
to join Adam, Mike, and me for a meal before the show.
Mike Townsend
On Friday Carolyn and I saw Bill Bailey in Cardiff. He is always very clever, funny
and an incredibly talented musician.

Glad you enjoyed the Bill Bailey show – I’ve seen a few clips of his shows on YouTube (love the Kraftwerk
cover) and have been impressed. He’s pretty funny. Also, nice to hear that Rachel is stewarding at the
venue. I used to steward at the Warwick Arts Centre when I was a student. It was good fun, although
challenging work on occasion (Wolfetones!) and I saw lots of great theatre and music.
Mike Townsend
Kraftwerk cover is certainly a classic. Worth checking out his "Bells of Rock" and
"Enter Sandman" played on old air horns. Oddly though he had never heard of Budgie; bit of crowd
interaction that went wrong when he asked if there were any metal bands in the audience and someone
shouted out Budgie (sat right by us). Very strong Welsh accent did not help but Bill just couldn't get it for
what seemed like at least 5 minutes. Turned out that the guy who shouted it out was not in Budgie mind
you! I learned something new that Budgie are from Cardiff.

Nice to hear about Budgie although the band is sadly long gone – Burke Shelley (singer and bassist) had
some serious health issues and died recently. They were the second band I saw live after Rush and the first
one that I was invited to after arriving home for the weekend from Warwick – being able to drive and having
a car was a big plus. I saw them in Guildford in 1982 on the “Nightflight” tour and they were excellent. I
still really like their “Nightflight” and “Deliver Us From Evil” albums.. I think they’re regarded a little
more highly now.
Bob Pitman
My interest in jazz by Coltrane, Art Blakey, Chet Baker, Ray Charles etc. continues to
grow. Must be an age thing! Although I got an album by “the Men” called Devil Music that was a lovely
refreshing trip back to a bit of energetic punk rock.

I’m still not that keen on jazz. My annual excursion into jazz is a visit to Fritzl’s on Bourbon Street, New
Orleans for some European jazz. I didn’t go this year, but I usually enjoy an evening there when I’m in the
Big Easy for the Waterborne Symposium. My Dad likes jazz, but he always did, so not an age thing. Who
was it said that rock n’ roll is music played on three notes to thousands of people while jazz is played with
1000s of notes…?
Mike Townsend
Croppers gets ever closer and hopefully we get a good crowd this year - certainly
looking forward to that although we have 4 festivals before that - Lechlade, Glastonbury, Rock Werchter
and Wickham - bit crazy methinks!

Looking forward to Cropredy, although we still have to finalize our plans for the trip.
Carolyn Townsend What are your plans for Cropredy – will it be just you and Jacqueline or one/two of
the kids as well? We are bringing both our kids – Adam comes because it is “free” food and drink – Rachel
is coming to see Eleanor and Jenna. Interesting to see the different perspectives of our children.

It will just be Jacqueline and I for Cropredy. We still have to finalize our plans for the trip, but we do have
our tickets.
Murray Egan
Sue and I made it through the passion and Easter season here just fine. She rang
bells on Palm Sunday, and I have a full complement of quartet/choir duties on Good Friday and Easter.

Glad to hear that both got through Easter OK with a full complement of services.
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Allan Stagg
I hope you all had a good Easter. We had a warm and sunny one - warm enough for
me to dig out my summer clothes.

We had a busy Easter with all Jacqueline’s choir activities. It was lovely to see the church nearly full again
and in full voice. However, it’s been a cold April (4 degrees cooler than last year according to my electricity
bill), so we’ve only been able to wear summer clothes a couple of times before retreating under the sweaters
and jackets once more.
Andy York
All's well here in Texas, though we should hit 100 degrees this weekend - about 2
months ahead of normal and missing the record for first 100 degree by only 3 days. It's also been on the
humid side, so my walk today really took it out of me. I'm sure it doesn't have anything to do with my
aging.... Looks to be a long, hot, summer season.

Sorry to hear about your really hot weather, especially so early in the season. We had a very cool April (6
degrees cooler than April 2021 according to my electricity bill) but it has started to warm up in May,
although temperatures are still only in the early 70s. Quite pleasant really.
Andy York
As for the heat, the conditions are similar to 2011 which had the highest number of
days over 100 degrees for the City. If the pattern holds, we'll have in the neighbourhood of 90 or more days
at that temp. Needless to say, not something to look forward to... And, the next six days in a row are each
expected to be record highs. Also, we are very dry, and several areas are in high drought conditions with
an expected lower than normal rainfall over the summer period.

It's still relatively cool here, although warming up.
Bob Pitman
Reading survived in the Championship and there was a very, very strange interview
with the Aldershot manager on our local TV... sort of souped-up Eric Cantona “Seagulls follow the Trawler”
chat. Most strange! He must have been on a bet!

I heard about Mark Molesley’s strange interview on Shotsweb, but I haven’t seen it. I’m just relieved that
they stayed up after an awful season, only brightened by two really good spells.
Andy York
Turning to baseball, the Express are doing quite well. They are leading or tied for first
place in the PCL. I don't know how long this will last as the Rangers can certainly use some of the folks to
juice their efforts, but they’ll let the players have more playing time and seasoning in AAA rather than taking
them up to the Bigs while sitting much of the time there.

I saw the Express were doing really well. The Iron Pigs are doing quite well and are 3rd or 4th in the ICL;
they were tied for first but have started their current series with Buffalo quite poorly. However, it’s nice to
see them hitting again with Darrick Hall one of the top scorers in the league.
Andy York
And game times have really dropped. After the first home series, which was around 3
hours, most of the games have been in the area of 2 1/2 hours that I've been at. The crispest was (if
memory serves) 2hr and 13min. There have been several more calls (2-6/game) of automatic balls/strikes
due to the pitch clock. I think it's a vast improvement on game pace.

I’ve been to two games so far, with another two rained out that I need to rearrange. The first game was
against Rochester and saw an amazing first innings by the Pigs that had almost everything – singles,
doubles, triples, hit by pitches, balks and a home run. They should have scored more than the four they did.
However, it was still a comfortable win. Sadly, the second game saw a truly awful first innings against the
Pigs with 3 runs scored in the first 10 balls featuring 3 hits and 2 errors. The Bisons scored 9 and the Pigs
never recovered. This was the first game I saw / noticed pitchers getting penalized for going over time.
However, with such high scoring and high hitting games, the games haven’t been much shorter.
Andy York
The Express are doing great, though the last two games leave much to be desired.
For much of the season they've had the best record, or tied for best record, in the entire Pacific Coast
League (PCL). They're currently playing against OKC (Dodgers) and had a strong first game - winning 133. However, last night we lost 13-4 and tonight I left partway through the 5th inning when they posted a 130 losing effort. It was 16-0 by the time I got home and ended up 19-0. Now, they are tied with OKC for best
in the PCL with 3 games to go.

Ouch
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Andy York
Refs have been MUCH more aggressive in enforcing the pitch clock this year
compared to the previous few. For many games, that has shortened the game. However, this series hasn't
been shortened much. Not from the pitch clock violations but due to the number of base runners and
pitcher changes.

Yes, it took me a while to notice it, but I’ve definitely seen the pitch clock getting enforced
Bob Pitman
Speaking of which we forgot that the Grand National was on... so we probably saved
some money that the energy companies and this tax hiking Government will no doubt part us from in short
order.

The only Grand National I see now is the one playing in the Pig.
Bob Pitman
Local elections Thursday, we have Independents standing which is good I think – we
haven’t had any info from any Labour, Lib Dem, or Green candidates in our ward so maybe a straight voteoff between independent and Tory candidate. Should be interesting as its usually a forgone conclusion
here.

Hope you enjoyed the elections.
Michael Pargman
We both started playing wordle, and so far I've never failed. Each one is doing it
separately and in the beginning we always had the same word, but then they started to differ. And
sometimes I'm one day ahead of her, so we experienced, and she got two correct first guesses.

Still not on any of Wordle games, but I’m sure your Railway Rivals experience helps with Worldle.

*****

Lyric Quiz
Game Eighteen – Round One of Five
1) “It’s a mixed up, muddled up, shook up world” (1970)
“Lola” by The Kinks
John Hopkins, Doug Kent, Murray Egan, Steve Guest, Jacqueline Reader
2) “Fire is the devil’s only friend” (1971)
“American Pie” by Don McClean
John Hopkins, Doug Kent, Brendan Whyte
3) “You took me for everything that I had And kicked me out on my own” (1980)
“Another One Bites the Dust” by Queen
John Hopkins, Doug Kent, Richard Smith, Brendan Whyte, Steve Guest, Jacqueline Reader
4) “It doesn’t matter whose wrong or right” (1983)
“Beat It” by Michael Jackson
Jim Reader, Doug Kent, John Walker (singer only), Richard Smith, Murray Egan, Steve Guest, Jacqueline
Reader
5) “Didn’t know how lost I was, Until I found you” (1984)
“Like A Virgin” by Madonna
Jim Reader, Doug Kent, Murray Egan, Martin Walker
6) “A mulatto, An albino, A mosquito, My libido” (1992)
“Smells Like Teen Spirit” by Nirvana
Jim Reader, John Hopkins, Doug Kent, Richard Smith, Murray Egan, David Cowie, Steve Guest
7) “... lingered last in line for brains, and the one she got was sorta rotten and insane” (1995)
“Lump” by The Presidents of the United States
Doug Kent
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8) “Tell me why are we so blind to see That the one’s we hurt are you and me” (1995)
“Gangster’s Paradise” by Coolio
Doug Kent
9) “And I don’t think that I’ll See her again, But we shared a moment that will last ‘til the end” (2004)
“You’re Beautiful” by James Blunt
Doug Kent, Martin Walker
10) “So, hold your head up girl and you’ll go far, listen to me when I say” (2011)
“Born This Way” by Lady Gaga

The theme this round was that Weird Al Yankovich have parodied all these songs
1) “Yoda” parody by ‘Weird Al’ Yankovic
2) “The Saga Begins” parody by ‘Weird Al’ Yankovic
3) “Another One Rides the Bus” parody by ‘Weird Al’ Yankovic
4) “Eat It” parody by ‘Weird Al’ Yankovic
5) “Like a Surgeon” parody by ‘Weird Al’ Yankovic
6) “Smells Like Nirvana” parody by ‘Weird Al’ Yankovic
7) “Gump” parody by ‘Weird Al’ Yankovic
8) “Amish Paradise” parody by ‘Weird Al’ Yankovic. “Gangsters Paradise” was itself a sample of “Past time
Paradise” by Stevie Wonder.
9) “You’re Pitiful” parody by ‘Weird Al’ Yankovic
10) “Perform This Way” parody by ‘Weird Al’ Yankovic
Comments
John Hopkins
And the theme is (once again) “God Only Knows”
Doug Kent
I got #4 but you put my answer in the comments instead of the game, so I got underscored by 2.

Correct, sorry about that. Unfortunately, I can’t credit this to you now as we have started another game.
10.

I think this is a Katy Perry song, but I don’t know her music well enough to know the title

John Walker
4 Michael Jackson - Black or White?
Theme =
Richard Smith
6) Smells Like Teen Spirit by Nirvana (again!)
I don't think I've spotted the connection this time, best I can do is guess at "things done with facial features"
- smell, bite and (b)eat. There was also a spoof version of Beat It called "Eat It" by Weird Al Yankovic that
contained the famous line "don't you know that other kids are starving in Japan?"

Almost got it there Rich
Dane Maslen
Nil points! Number 5 rings a vague bell, but that's as far as I can get.
Brendan Whyte
4) Still rock and roll to me / Bill Joel
5) / Air supply
Hmm... not quite what I pictured as Tom's sort of listening. I expected more 1960s tin whistle hippy beats....
David Cowie
Ouch. Several of the lines looked familiar, and when I see the answers I'll probably say, "Oh yes, that one."
Steve Guest
Theme: Deodorants?
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Martin Walker
3. Meat Loaf - Dead Ringer?
Theme - Soldiers?
Scores
Doug Kent
Murray Egan
Steve Guest
John Hopkins
Jacqueline Reader
Richard Smith
Jim Reader
Tom Howell
Brendan Whyte
Martin Walker
David Cowie
John Walker
Dane Maslen

18 (18)
8 (8)
8 (8)
8 (8)
6 (6)
6 (6)
6 (6)
6 (6)*
4 (4)
4 (4)
2 (2)
1 (1)
0 (0)

* Tom scores the average of 6 (5.91) this round.

Game Seventeen – Round Two of Five
The second set of lyrics come from me and there is no theme, other than these came via a late-night trawl
through old music videos on YouTube while I was in St. Louis. I do this quite often when traveling on
business and the selection varies widely, although it was a fairly introspective selection this time. I think
most of the songs are known although number 4 may be a little obscure.
Score 1 point each for the artist and song title for each song below.
1) “Dancing, Laughing, Drinking, Loving” (1981)
2) “Dressing up in costumes, playing silly games, Hiding out in treetops, shouting out rude names” (1980)
3) “Words like, when you're older, must appease him, And promises of someday make his dreams” (1970)
4) “I've broken all your windows, And I've rammed through all your doors, Who am I to ask you to fight my
wars, And you should know that's true” (1980)
5) “Every thought, every smile finds its way back to you, Every step that I take, anything that I do” (1978)
6) “And when you stand you're so grand there's a case just for looking at you, You're so young, you could
have been the devil's son” (1973)
7) “My happiness was paid for when they laid their money down, For summers in a summer camp and
winters in the town” (1973)
8) “I could search the whole world over, Until my life is through” (1964)
9) “There's nothing left, All gone and run away, Maybe you'll tarry for a while” (1975)
10) “Well, I'm not the kind to live in the past, The years run too short and the days too fast (1978)
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By Fairly Popular Demand
Round Ten – Fruit and Vegetables
In another low scoring round, Martin Walker comes from 3rd place to steal the win.
Player
Martin
Walker
Allan
Stagg
Steve Ham
Chris
Hibbert
Brendan
Whyte
John
Walker
Steve
Guest
Brad
Martin
Murray
Egan
Michael
Pargman
Jacqueline
Reader
Mike
Pollard
Bob
Gingell
Andrew
York
Richard
Smith
Roger
Trethewey
Doug Kent
MY
CHOICES

Cooked
Vegetable
French
Beans
Carrot

Salad
Vegetable
Spring
Onions
Sweetcorn

European
Fruit
Raspberry

Tropical
Fruit
Papaya

Flower

House Plant

Fuchsia

Aloe Vera

Orange

Papaya

Daisy

Poinsettia

Carrot

Carrot

Plum

Mango

Bluebell

Cactus

Asparagus

Broccoli

Pear

Guava

Peony

Spider Plant

Cabbage

Radish

Quince

Dahlia

Rubber Plant

Cauliflower

Carrot

Apple

Dragon
Fruit
Mango

Bluebell

Aspidistra

Onion

Onion

Orange

Mango

Hydrangea

Potato

Lettuce

Apple

Mango

Onion

Carrot

Pear

Mango

Kangaroo
Paw
Marigold

Venus Fly
Trap
Aspidistra

Asparagus

Onion

Peach

Poppy

Peace Lily

Sweetcorn

Radish

Pear

Sunflower

African Violet

Parsnip

Cucumber

Pear

Passion
Fruit
Dragon
Fruit
Kiwi

Tulip

Aspidistra

Potato

Potato

Lemon

Papaya

Poppy

Spider Plant

Okra

Carrot

Apple

Mango

Marigold

Ficus

Parsnip

Potato

Date

Tomato

Mango

Forget-MeNot
Dahlia

Spider Plant

Cabbage

Prickly
Pear
Pear

Beet

Radish

Grape

Pineapple

Daisy

Bonsai

Leek

Radish

Plum

Dragon
Fruit

Alyssum

Christmas
Cactus

Fern

Hydrangea

8
(69)
7
(68)
3
(68)
3
(68)
5
(63)
4
(63)
6
(59)
5
(59)
1
(59)
5
(58)
6
(56)
3
(53)
6
(49)
5
(46)
5
(44)
2
(44)
4
(42)
8
(60)

1. A vegetable that you usually eat cooked: Parsnip, Potato, Cabbage, Asparagus, Onion, and Carrot
(all 2 and score 0): Leek, Beet, Cauliflower, Sweetcorn, French Beans and Okra all score 1.

Leeks are a vegetable that I still associate with my paternal grandfather, who often cooked them when we
visited, but I rarely ate them anywhere else. It took me some time before I started to cook them, but now I
really like leeks.
2. A vegetable you might eat in a salad: Carrot and Radish (both 4 and score 0): Onion (2), Potato (2),
Cucumber, Lettuce, Tomato, Broccoli, Sweetcorn and Spring Onions all score 1.

Another vegetable I remember from childhood, although this time because my father grew them. I love the
crunchy texture and sharp taste. And, yes, I do know that tomatoes are fruit, but I allowed this as it would
not affect the final result. Spring Onions are known as Scallions in the US.
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3. A fruit grown in Europe (not in greenhouses): Pear (5 scores 0): Apple (3), Plum (2), Orange (2),
Grape, Prickly Pear, Quince, Lemon, Raspberry, and Peach all score 1.

Tough choice between Rhubarb and gooseberries that my father grew or plums, as I know a few people who
have had productive plum trees.
4. A tropical fruit: Mango (7 scores 0); Papaya (3), Dragon Fruit (3), Kiwi, Pineapple, Date, Guava, and
Passion Fruit all score 1.

I’m with Brendan on this way. One of the great joys or traveling to tropical countries is the fabulous fruit
one can enjoy. Should I mention pineapples?
5. A Flower: Daisy, Bluebell, Dahlia, Marigold, Poppy (all 2 and score 0); Alyssum, Tulip, Kangaroo
Paw, Forget-Me-Not, Peony, Sunflower, Hydrangea and Fuchsia all score 1.

Right now, a plant very similar to Alyssum can be seen at a number of houses that we drive past, and the
displays are really colourful. Jacqueline has reminded me that it’s called Phlox.
6. A house plant: Spider Plant and Aspidistra (both 3 and score 0); Christmas Cactus, Bonsai,
Hydrangea, Fern, Poinsettia, African Violet, Rubber Plant, Venus Fly Trap, Aloe Vera, Peace Lily,
Cactus, and Ficus all score 1.

George Orwell would be proud – so many Aspidistras. Plenty to choose from. I used to grow cacti in my
office as a joke to my Spanish colleague who complained that we never watered her plants while she was
away for business, but there are so many distinct types.
Congratulations to Martin Walker (and Me) who scored 8 from a maximum of 11.

Comments
Brad Martin
I was surprised that Cooper’s Creek was chosen by so many as the Australian river,
as it is an intermittent river in the middle of the Outback, with its only claim to fame being that a couple of
19th Century explorers died there.
Richard Smith
I was tempted to say Thames, Nile, or Amazon for no.5 - I think I do too many
crosswords! Spider plants are good for air purifying, but the buggers are taking over my house.
Allan Stagg

All fairly unexceptional answers here, Jim.

Brendan Whyte
Brendan, going for a solid score of 6 overall...
4. A tropical fruit - Dragon fruit (my favourite)
5. A flower - Dahlia (there was a young girl from Australia...)
Bob Gingell
I realised when writing this round's orders that I had been extremely stupid in my
comment last round - Mare Serpentis is on Mars as should have been obvious from my reference to
"Mission Red Planet", so no wonder it is not on the Moon!!
6. Spider plant: the only plant I have been unable to kill. (Proper name following a google search is
Chlorophytum Camosum, but if Google recognises "Spider plant" then I do not think that is needed).
Steve Ham
Cooked Vegetable - Carrot (usually)
Salad Vegetable - Carrot (might)
Fruit Tropical - Mango (I think I read somewhere this is the most eaten fruit in the world. The Mangos in
Africa looked very different to those found in UK supermarkets).
Flower - Bluebell (lots about at present)
A House Plant - Cactus (difficult to answer this one as the only ones we have are artificial).
Dane Maslen
I've just read the comment "I am sure the issue of Israel in Africa has come up before" in the By Fairly
Popular Demand report. It prompts me to make the ridiculous observation that Handel did compose an
oratorio called Israel in Egypt!

Congratulations to Martin Walker
Game end statements are welcome
Variable Pig
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By Popular Demand
Round One – Holidays
Let’s go back to the old standard for our final game – 6 questions where each scores points equal to the
number of players that give the same answer. Players may play their joker on one question and double
their score for that answer; note, I will not remind players about their joker so don’t forget to include this
with your orders.
The questions for round 1 are.
1. A popular tourist destination in England
2. A popular tourist destination in Mainland Europe
3. A popular tourist destination in the United States
4. A popular tourist destination in Australia or New Zealand
5. A popular tourist destination in Southeast Asia
6. Somewhere in the world that you would NOT like to go on holiday

*****

6 Nimmt! 14
Game End Statements
Dane Maslen (10th place) Aargh! Still, at least I just managed to avoid scoring more points than the tailend Charlie in the most recent game in DG.
Bob Gingell (9th place)
Not much to say on this - no clever plays and a poor result for me. Random
cards might have done as well. Well done Tom.
Bob Pitman (5th place)
Thanks for the game... this is very tough with more than a Tuesday nights
worth of players; I had a reasonable hand, but I don’t think I played them very well overall. Nice win Tom,
congrats!
Steve Ham (4th place)
Sort of in the middle so I assume I'm not doing anything terribly wrong. I tend
to think there is quite a large element of luck. Happy to have another go if you can add me to the list, and
thanks for running the game.
Jim Reader (GM)
With 10 players, there is a very large element of luck in the game as it’s very
hard to avoid the “insto-doom” disaster when everyone plays on the same column as you. That said, Tom
was in control for most of the game so maybe he knows the secret.

*****

Breaking Away 12
Game Start
It’s three years since the last game start for Breaking Away. The following players have signed up - Tom
Howell, Arthur Owen, Allan Stagg, Chris Hibbert, Ian Owen, and Richard Smith. Please can you send your
team and rider names, plus starting hands for a race start next issue. Rules for this game can be found at
https://variablepig.org/rules/breaking.html.
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Tea Dance
Game 9 – Round Four
Suddenly, things get lively as the Labour Party event with a huge influx of guests.

Labour Party
Ian Owen
Conservative Party
Arthur Owen
Liberal Party
Steve Ham

Bids
Remaining
8, 9

Bids for 4
Men
6+1

Bids for 4
Women
7 -1

Total Men
5

Total
Women
4

Grand
Total
20

5, 8

6-1

4+1

5

2

10

7, 9

4

1

2

4

8

Rules for this game can be found at https://variablepig.org/rules/teadance.html
Please submit your final bids for 3 men and 5 women.

*****

Bus Boss (Lehigh Valley) BB400LHV
Round Ten

27. Macungie (JS) –
Lanark (JD)
28. Allentown (6D) –
Bath (10C)
29. Allentown (5D) –
Milford (10H)
30. Easton (3C) –
Slatedale (3S)
31. Stockertown (7C)
– Bethlehem (4H)
32. Maxatawny (6S) –
Hellertown (6H)
33. Trexlertown (9S) –
Hellertown (7H)
34. Allentown (8D) –
ABE Airport (JC)
35. Philadelphia (AH)
– Easton (4C)
Points from Last Turn
Points from Races
Builds
Total
TEAR:
ROGER:
VRE:
GLEE:
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VRE
Brad Martin
Blue
30

ROGER
Roger Trethewey
Green

TEAR
Kev Lee
Black

10
-6
+1+1

20
+3
5

GLEE
Bob Gingell
Purple

20
+6
10
-1-3
7
-4
5
-2-1
10
-3-4

20
-1+3
16
-6
9
+2+3-7

16
+6-4

15
-2

7
+4+6
16
+1–3+7
+4
9
-6+4
15
+2

30

225
77
-6
296

192
44
-5
231

180
57
-8
229

240
92
- 10
322

Coopersburg – Connection to Quakertown; Milford – Connection to New York
Kintnerville - Milford
Jim Thorpe – Bowmanstown: Maxatawny - Reading
Youngsville - Cherryville - Walnutport
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The fifth set of races is
36. Kintnerville (9H) – Walnutport (KS):
38. Fountain Hill (2H) – Northampton (2D):
40. Limeport (10D) – Reading (5S):
42. New Tripoli (4S) – Emmaus (9D):
44. Cherryville (AD) – Palmerton (QS)

37. Bethlehem (5H) – Easton (5C)
39. Fogelsville (10S) – Tadmor (9C)
41. Fullerton (4D) – Alpha (AC)
43. Revere (8H) – Youngsville (KC)

Enter up to five races. The build order for next round is Roger, Kev, Brad, and Bob.

Bus Boss (Lehigh Valley) BB401LHV
Round Ten
????
Ian
Green
22. Bethlehem (4H) –
Topton (7S)
27. Easton (3C) –
Lanark (JD)
28. Chapman (QC) –
Palmerton (QS)
29. Easton (5C) –
Philadelphia (AH)
30. Fogelsville (10S) –
Bethlehem (5H)
31. New Tripoli (4S) –
Catasauqua (3D)
32. Fountain Hill (2H)
– Allentown (7D)
33. Easton (4C) –
Hellertown (7H)
34. Topton (7S) –
Allentown (8D)
35. Fullerton (4D) –
Stockerton (7C)
Points from Last Turn
Points from Races
Builds
Total
LV:
PUB:
????:
TOKEN:
PPL:

PPL
Jacqueline
Red
+2
15
+4

10 JR

Race too long

13
-2
10
-2

12

PUB
Richard
Black
30
-2
15
-4
10
-3
10

+2

9
+3-3

+2

+1
20
-4

166
31
-5
192

227
59
0
286

TOKEN
Martin
Orange

LV
Arthur
Blue

20
+3
10 JR
5
+2-2
20
+2
30
5
-3+3

16

30
-1
10
-2+4
139
87
- 10
216

186
74
- 10
260

129
49
-8
170

Northampton – New Tripoli
Youngsville – Connection for New York.
Lehigh Valley Turnpike – Connections for Quakertown and Philadelphia
Fogelsville – Connection to Reading
Hellertown - Alpha
No builds

The fifth set of races is
36. Hellertown (6H) – ABE Airport (AC)
38. Alpha (AC) – Emmaus (9D)
40. Walnutport (KS) – Allentown (5D)
42. Nazareth (8C) – Northampton (2D)
44. Trexlertown (9S) – Milford (10H)

37. Jim Thorpe (AS) – Bath (10C)
39. Reading (5S) – Kintnerville (9H)
41. Limeport (10D) – Bethlehem (3H)
43. Bowmanstown (2S) – New York (KH)

Enter up to 5 races. The build order for next round is Arthur, Ian, Richard, Martin, and Jacqueline.
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Bus Boss (New Forest) BB407NF
Round One
GM: Bob Gingell
The first round sees a lot of interest in the Lyndhurst to Brockenhurst route.
ROGER (Riding Over Good English Roads), Green: Roger Trethewey. 100-12 = 88
Brockenhurst – Lyndhurst – Ashurst [5+2, 3+2 = 12]
DEER (Deer Everywhere Energise Riders), Blue: Brad Martin. 100-12 = 88
Minstead – Lyndhurst – Brockenhurst [3+2, 5+2 = 12]
PONY (Perfect Omnibus Network for Yokels), Red: Richard Smith. 100-11 = 89
Totton – Cadnam – Minstead [4+2, 3+2 = 11]
Round 2 bidding order: Brad, Richard, Roger

Bus Boss (Orwell and Stour) BB4??OSE
Game Start
The following people have signed up to try this new map - Brad Martin, Roger Trethewey, Andy York, Steve
Ham, Bob Gingell and Jacqueline Reader. The map is now available at https://variablepig.org/maps/bb/bbos-v122.pdf and rules for the game can be found at https://variablepig.org/rules/busboss.html. Please can
you send your company names, colour preferences and orders for your first set of builds next time – the
build order is as listed above.

*****

Fair Means or Foul 6
Round Twelve
Auction House
Lord Arthur still had his heart set on his recently acquired Russian Wooden Dolls but reached for his check
book when he saw the Ivory Mask (1832) and he outbid Earl John. Bad Brad rubbed his hands with glee
as the large check found its way into his devious hands.
Castle
Alone at the Castle, Baron Brendan put on a small display for the punters of ABC (1850).

Cheques
Thieves
Location next turn

Brendan Whyte
9, 13
4, 9
Castle

Brad Martin
11, 14, 21, 23
3, 10
Castle
4/2
BM
2/1

2/1

3/2

4/2

5/3

5/3

3/2

4/2

5/3

Variable Pig

3/2
JW
3/2

4/2
4/2

John Walker
3, 10, 15, 22
(2), (11)
Auction House

2/1

3/2

3/2

4/2

20

4/2
BW
3/2

Arthur Owen
16
1, 12
Auction House

4/2

3/2

4/2

4/2

2/1

5/3

2/1
AO
Finish

Forest Mountain Pig

Please can you send in orders for your first action and second location (auction house or castle) for next
round; the location can be made provisional upon the outcome of the next round. At the auction next month
are a German Papier-mâché Doll (C 1860) and Andy Warhol’s Glosses (E1982). In Jail are John’s Thief 2
and John’s Thief 11.
Rules for this game can be found at https://variablepig.org/rules/fmof.html

Grand National 3
Round Twelve
Three more horses fall, and bookies are starting to wonder if any horses will be left to finish the race. Race
leader Zaisan stumbles again and Horse moves into the lead with The Next One in second place.
Player

Horse

John Walker
Steve Ham
Chris Hibbert
Mike Townsend
Dane Maslen
Allan Stagg
John Walker
Michael Pargman
Allan Stagg
Steve Ham
NPC
NPC
Arthur Owen
Ian Owen
Ian Owen
NPC
Steve Guest
NPC
NPC
NPC
Steve Guest
Richard Smith
Dane Maslen
Richard Smith
Roger Trethewey
Arthur Owen
Natalie Amery
Roger Trethewey
Chris Hibbert
Natalie Amery
Michael Pargman
NPC
NPC
Jon Carter
Mike Townsend
Jon Carter
NPC
Brendan Whyte
Tom Howell
Brendan Whyte
Tom Howell

Horse
The Next One
Zaisan
Hopping Mad
Red Bum
Neddy
Human
Rapid
Dobbin
The Last One
Lounge Lizard (12+d6)
Mr Consistent
Blue Gin
Little Donkey
Jules the Mule
Metro Gnome
Spiced Rum
Fade Away
Slow Riser
Chaos Theory (5d6-1)
Overproofed Rum
Rubbish Tip
Ankle
Hello Sweetie
Crawler
Red Rum
Global Pandemic
Creeper
Zocalo
Emergency Measures
Rival
Aquarius (2d6+9)
Mediator (3d8)
Mad Hatter
Crazy Frog
March Hare
Middle Man (Median)
Beta Test
Tripp
Alpha Male
Oops

JP at Fence
Twenty Three
(Plain Fence, TN
is lowest)
14
14
13
14
14
14
13
14
15
15
18
16
16
14
15
19
12
12

JP at Fence Twenty Four
(Canal Turn, TNs equal to
the lowest JP and lowest
JP+1)
16
16
14
15
17
18
45
23
45
61
15
16
17
15
14
14
13

Starting JP

Comments

JP after Fence
Twenty Four

Penalties

Stumbles fence 24

20

Canal turn bonus

-30

Stumbles fence 24
Falls fence 24
Stumbles fence 23 and falls fence 24
Falls fence 23
Falls fence 22
Falls fence 22
Falls fence 21
Falls fence 21
Falls fence 20
Falls fence 19
Falls fence 18
Falls fence 16
Falls fence 14
Falls fence 13
Falls fence 12
Falls fence 11
Falls Fence 10
Falls fence 9
Falls fence 9
Falls fence 8
Falls fence 8
Falls fence 5
Falls fence 4
Falls Fence 2
Falls Fence 2
Falls Fence 1
Falls Fence 1

20

285
277
288
257
250
240
266
238
221
197
150
148
141
133
138

255
247
241
228
219
208
208
201
161
151
117
116
108
104
89

The 25th fence is Valentine’s Brook where the trouble numbers are equal to the highest and lowest number
of JP played and the 26th fence is a Plain Fence where the trouble number is equal to the lowest JP played
The following horses, played by the GM, will also start the race, and move as described below
MISTER CONSISTENT (16 at each fence)
LOUNGE LIZARD (21 at the Chair, 12 + D6 at each other fence)
Rules for this game can be found at https://variablepig.org/rules/grandnational.html

*****
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The Golden Strider 5
Round Nine
Kelly Watson tires of seeing a load of bums in front of her and makes a dash for the front and bursts into
the lead. The other runners stay together mostly, but Terry Knott slips back behind the pack.
P
1

S
25

2

23

2

23

2

23

5

22

5

22

5

22

8

21

Runner
Kelly Watson
Richard Smith
Silver Strider
John Walker
Lone Ranger
Arthur Owen
Bill Player
Ian Owen
Holly Jockeystix
Allan Stagg
Kenyan Hills
Bob Pitman
Mo Phal
Steve Ham
Terry Knott
Chris Hibbert

Cards
8/4, 10/5, 10/6, 10/7, 10/8, 0/9

P
8/4

D
2

M
6

B
0

R
0/9

O
3

9/4, 8/5, 10/6, 9/7, 10/8, 9/9

8/5

0

4

4

9/9

2

8/4, 8/5, 5/6, 4/7, 6/8, 9/9

6/8

0

2

4

9/9

0

9/4, 10/5, 8/6, 3/7, 9/8, 10/9

9/4

1

3

5

10/9

0

8/4, 10/5, 7/6, 8/7, 9/8, 10/9

10/5

4

2

4

10/9

0

7/2, 6/3, 8/6, 9/7, 8/8, 10/9

7/2

0

3

4

10/9

0

9/2, 9/4, 0/5, 9/6, 10/8, 10/9

9/2

2

3

4

10/9

0

4/3, 6/5, 7/6, 9/7, 10/8, 4/9

4/3

0

2

2

4/9

0

Rules for this game can be found at https://www.variablepig.org/rules/golden.html . This is a 70-space race,
not steeplechase. Kenyan Hills must play their x/3 card (marked in bold) next round.

*****

Hare and Tortoise 6
Game Six – Round Nine
Big Bertie finally moves forward from the lettuce square, 10 carrots richer and Rascal finally gets to the
vacated lettuce square. Alice’s preferred options are blocked so she only moves forward a little. Tommy’s
carrot supply is running low, but he decides to keep moving forward. Bouncing Bunny drops back to visit
the nearby tortoise and restock some carrots and John continues to add to his carrot collection. Big Bertie
ends the round with a big move forward.
Player
Bouncing Bunny
Brad Martin
John Walker
Big Bertie
Kev Lee
Rascal
Arthur Owen
Alice
John Marsden
Tommy
Ian Owen

Start Square
43

Finish Square
45

Carrots
41

Lettuces
2

Next Turn
4

51

51

102

3

5

42

33

2

6

46

41
35
42

64

2

1 and 7

48

44

82

2

2

50

48

13

2

3

Please send your moves for round ten next time. Please also remember to include provisional orders for
your moves in case your target square(s) is blocked. Rules and the map for this game can be found at
https://variablepig.org/rules/haretort.html
Variable Pig
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Maneater 5
Round Ten
Game One
his way

Red Roger swam towards the shark net for a moment of safety as the shark headed

Game Two
Ian Green came closer to home beach while John Yellow was further away. The
shark swam underneath Ian before turning back to bite off a leg.
Game Three
Red Ian drifted closer to home but was quickly eaten by the tailing shark as Arthur
Green watched in horror.
Game Four
Kev Yellow moved to 185 last round (table was not updated) and he continued
towards home beach. John Green drifted forward into the waiting shark’s mouth
Game Five
Kev Blue swam towards safety and found Ian Yellow slightly ahead of him as the
shark slowly headed in their direction.

SHARK
RED
SWIMMER
GREEN
SWIMMER
BLUE
SWIMMER
YELLOW
SWIMMER

Game 1
John

96

Game 2
Roger

Roger

69

Kev

Kev

71

Game 4
Ian

119

RIP

Arthur

home John

RIP

83

John

RIP

Roger

home

Ian

home Ian
(1 leg)
RIP
Arthur

home Ian
(0 legs)
68
Arthur
(1 leg)
RIP
John

home Roger

RIP

Kev

184

Arthur

RIP

173

home Kev

159

Ian

171

John
(1 leg)

Game 3
Kev

55

Roger

Game 5
Arthur

70

Rules for this game, including the map, can be found at https://variablepig.org/rules/maneater.html. Please
send moves for each game next turn.
Scores
Roger
Kev
John
Arthur
Ian

11
10
9
6
6

*****

More Backpacks and Blisters 2
Round Four
Sky Lyne had always wanted to walk the Fairfield Horseshoe and took his opportunity, despite the blizzard.
The rucksack wasn’t slowing Ramblin’ Rick down as he trekked to Easdale Tarn. John decided to hunker
down from the falling snow and enjoy his Winter Warmer. Walkee Talkee got a sugar rush from his Yorkie
Bar and charged up Bowfell. Arthur managed to keep going despite his blisters and was able to make his
way to Blea Tarn. Ken Dollmintcake found it hard going, even to head just a little south.
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Ramblin’ Rick continued to move, despite the enormous rucksack, and found himself at Dove Cottage as
the snow eased a little. John finally ascended Bowfell as Walkee Talkee left for Crinkle Crags. Arthur was
the fourth to enjoy the sites of Little Langdale in the snow, while Ken Dollmintcake got moving once more.
Sky Lyne continued to head North although he slowed down a little.
There wasn’t too much interest in the rucksack, so Ramblin’ Rick gets to keep it for another 3 moves after
a 2 – 1 vote.
Player
Sky Lyne
Bob Gingell

11.00 – 11.20
Dove Crag (2T) to
Fairfield

11.20 – 11.40
Crinkle Crags (3T) to
127

Location
127

Equipment
1 x 50p
Rope

Score
27

Ramblin’ Rick
Richard Smith

Thornthwaite Crag
(2T3O) to Easdale
Tarn

Troutbeck (2T4O) and
Crampons to Dove
Cottage

Dove
Cottage

37

John Walker

Plays Winter Warmer
to discard Grizedale
Forest (1T1O) and
Bowfell (3T1O)
Hart Crag (2T3O) and
Chocolate to Bowfell

Heron Pike (2T1O) to
Bowfell

Bowfell

1 x 50p
Crampons
Chocolate
Heavy
Rucksack
1 x 50p
Winter
Warmer

Dow Crag (3T) to
Crinkle Crags

Crinkle
Crags

1 x 50p
First Aid Kit

35

Wrynose Pass (1T2O)
to Blea Tarn

Little Langdale (2O) to
Little Langdale

Little
Langdale

33

Helm Crag (1T3O) to
40

Swirl How (3T) to
Holme Fell

1 x 50p
Ice Axe
Chocolate
1 x 50p
Compass
Chocolate

Walkee
Talkee
Brendan
Whyte
Arthur Owen

Ken
Dollmintcake
Steve Ham

Holme
Fell

18

21

Each postal turn will cover 2 twenty-minute intervals so please can players send orders for their moves for
11.40 – 12.00 and 12.00 – 12.20 next time. John will move first from 11.40 – 12.00; lunch is from 12.00 –
12.20 and only involves scoring and discarding a card, so moves can be simultaneous. The weather for
11.40 – 12.00 is snow and the weather for 12.00 – 12.00 is yet another blizzard. The cards have been
reshuffled. The next vote for the heavy rucksack at 12.40.
The targets are Helm Crag, Bowfell, Little Langdale, Dow Crag and Froswick. Reminder: The ferries move
at 20 minutes past the hour and buses 40 minutes past the hour, each hour. Tea from 14.00 – 14.20.
Bonus points for returning to Ambleside are awarded from 15.00 – 16.00 and penalties for late arrival to
Ambleside apply from 16.00 – 17.00. Mountain rescue will be called out at 17.00 when any player not back
in Ambleside has to be rescued and scores 0. The rules and numbered map for this game are available at
https://variablepig.org/rules/backpack.html.
Places Visited
Bob:
Froswick (1st to target), High Street, 120, Angletarn Pike, Hart Crag, 143, Fairfield, 127
Richard:
Skelwith Force, Little Langdale (1st to target) , Bowfell (1st to target), Dungeon Ghyl, Easdale
Tarn, Dove Cottage
John:
Blea Tarn, Dungeon Ghyl, 47, Esk Pike, Bowfell (3rd to target)
Brendan:
Skelwith Force, Little Langdale (2nd to target), Wrynose Pass, Dungeon Ghyl, Bowfell (2nd to
target)
Arthur:
Ullswater, Helm Crag (1st to target), Grasmere, Heron Pike, 60, Dungeon Ghyl, Blea Tarn,
Little Langdale (4th to target)
Steve:
Grasmere, Helm Crag (2nd to target), Little Langdale (3rd to target), Holme Fell

Press
Steve Ham
Variable Pig
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Question
Bob Gingell I think that some of the viewpoints (or beauty spots) have been missed from your listing of
places visited. Even if 0 points were scored the viewpoint will have been reached. On the other hand, this is
the first game that viewpoints have been listed and I did not think that you were limited as to how many
times you could score for them. I see some logic to such a listing so do not object to it if you wish to play it
that way. The FTF game only provides player markers for placing on the named destinations and the
second edition rules clearly state that you can score more than once for the same beauty spot, so it is only
implied in the first edition rules. Since you can play a card as a zero move, in theory you could sit on the
same beauty spot for most of the game which would score at most 20 points if the weather was good.

Your comment about the viewpoints is fair. I started to think that players should not be allowed to score
multiple times for the same viewpoint, so I have started tracking these although I may have missed some
from round 2 as the table was lost.
Steve Ham

Did I / Should 1 receive 5 points for getting to Little Langdale last round? 3rd I think.

No, you didn’t and yes you should – score now corrected.

*****

Puerto Rico
Game Eleven – Round Twelve
Player
John Walker

Doubloons
10

VP
6

Goods
2 corn
2 indigo
1 coffee

Kev Lee

3

16

1 corn
1 indigo
1 sugar
1 tobacco

Chris Hibbert

5

6

1 corn
1 sugar
6 tobacco

Allan Stagg

2

7

1 corn

Variable Pig

Buildings
Large Indigo Plant (√, √, √)
Small Market (√)
Hospice (√)
Coffee Roaster (√,√)
Factory (√)
Large Sugar Mill (√,√, x)
University (√)
Residence (√)
9 of 12
Small Sugar Mill (√)
Small Market (√)
Small Indigo Plant (√)
Coffee Roaster (√, √)
Guild Hall (√)
Tobacco storage (√, x, x)
Large Indigo Plant (x, x, x)
Large Sugam Mill (x, x, x)
9 of 12
Construction Hut (√)
Tobacco Storage (√, √, √)
Small Warehouse (√)
Small Sugar Mill (√)
Office (√)
City Hall (√)
Small Indigo Plant (x)
8 of 12
Hospice (√)
Tobacco Storage (√, √, √)
Office (√)
Large Market (√)
Small Warehouse (√)
Factory (x)
Fortress (√)
8 of 12
25

Plantations
Corn (√)
Indigo (√,√, √)
Sugar (√)
Coffee (√)
Quarry (√, √, √)
9 of 12

Corn (√, √)
Indigo (√, x)
Sugar (√, x)
Coffee (√,√)
Tobacco (√)
9 of 12

Corn (√)
Sugar (√)
Tobacco (√, √)
Quarry (√, √, √, √)
San Juan (√)
9 of 12
Corn (√, √, √)
Sugar (√)
Tobacco (√, √)
Quarry (√, √)
San Juan (√)
8 of 12
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John takes the Craftsman (+ 2 doubloons) and produces 1 corn, 2 indigo, 1 sugar and 1 coffee and
receives 3 doubloons from his Factory. Kev produces 1 corn, 1 indigo, 1 sugar, 1 tobacco and 1 coffee.
Chris produces 1 corn, 1 sugar and 2 tobacco and Allan produces 1 corn. John then takes another corn
for his privilege.
Kev takes the Trader (+ 1 doubloon) and trades his coffee for 6 doubloons. Chris trades one of his tobacco
for 3 doubloons and Allan also trades tobacco using his office for 5 doubloons. John trades his sugar for 3
doubloons and the trading house is emptied.
Chris takes the Mayor (note, Allan has already bought the Fortress) and mans his City Hall, Tobacco
Storage, Construction Hut and leaves one settler in San Juan. Allan mans his two empty corn plantations
and also leaves a settler in San Juan. John mans his coffee roaster, large indigo plant, and an Indigo
plantation, then Kev mans his Guild Hall, Coffee Plantation and Corn Plantation. 6 more settlers board the
colony ship.
Allan takes the Builder and builds the remaining Factory for 4 doubloons. John passes (both the
Residence and Fortress are sold), Kev builds a Large Sugar Mill for 4 doubloons and Chris passes
The play order for the thirteenth turn is Kev, Chris, Allan, and John. There are 6 colonists on the colony
ship; there are only 2 settlers remaining so the game will end after next Mayor phase, if not before. The 6
ship holds 5 sugar, the 5 ship holds 3 coffee and the 7 holds 1 corn. The trading house is empty. The
plantations available this turn are indigo, sugar, sugar, sugar and (after reshuffling) coffee. There are + 1
doubloon bonuses on the Captain and Settler roles and a + 2 doubloon bonus on the Prospector.
Building

Cost

Small Indigo Plant
Small Sugar Mill
Small Market
Hacienda
Construction Hut
Small Warehouse
Large Indigo Plant
Large Sugar Mill
Hospice
Office
Large Market
Large Warehouse
Tobacco Storage
Coffee Roaster
Factory
University
Harbour
Wharf
Guild Hall
Residence
Fortress
Customs House
City Hall

1
2
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
5
6
7
8
8
9
10
10
10
10
10

Victory
Points
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4

Available

Tiles

Available

2
2
0
2
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
2
0
1
1
2
2
2
0
0
0
1
0

Quarry
Corn Tiles
Indigo Tiles
Sugar Tiles
Tobacco Tiles
Coffee Tiles

0 of 8
3 of 8 (0 discard)
4 of 11 (0 discard)
4 of 10 (0 discard)
3 of 8 (0 discard)
4 of 8 (0 discard)

Goods
Corn Goods
Indigo Goods
Sugar Goods
Tobacco Goods
Coffee Goods

Available
2 of 10
8 of 11
4 of 11
2 of 9
5 of 9

Colonists

2 remaining from 75

Victory Points

79 remaining from 100

Game Twelve – Round Four
John M takes the Craftsman (+ 1 doubloon) and produces 1 corn and 1 sugar. Carolyn produces a corn,
Brad produces a tobacco, Chris produces a corn and an indigo and John W produces an indigo. John M
then takes another corn for his privilege.
Carolyn takes the Settler and takes a quarry. Brad takes a tobacco plantation, Chris takes the corn
plantation, John W takes the other tobacco plantation and John M takes a coffee plantation.
Brad takes the Trader (+ 1 doubloon) and trades a tobacco for 4 doubloons. Chris trades an indigo for 1
doubloon, John W cannot trade, John M trades his sugar for 2 doubloons and Carolyn trades her corn for
q doubloon. The trading house is emptied.
Chris takes the Prospector (+ 2 doubloons)
Variable Pig
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John W takes the Mayor and mans his quarry and hacienda. John M mans his Construction Hut, Carolyn
mans her quarry, Brad mans his Small Indigo Plant and Chris mans his Small Market and moves a settler
from his Coffee plantation to a corn plantation
The play order for the fourth turn is Carolyn, Brad, Chris, John W and John M. There are 5 colonists on the
colony ship. The 6 ship is empty, the 7 ship contains 2 indigo and the 8 ship holds 3 corn. The Trading
House is empty. The plantations available this turn are corn, indigo, indigo, corn, sugar, and coffee. There
are + 1 doubloon bonuses on one Prospector and the Captain and Builder roles next turn.
Player
Brad Martin

Doubloons
8

VP
0

Goods
-

Buildings
Tobacco Storage (√, x, x)
Small Indigo Plant (√)

Chris Hibbert

7

1

1 corn

Small Indigo Plant (√)
Small Market (√)
Small Sugar Mill (x)

John Walker

2

1

1 indigo

Small Indigo Plant (√)
Hacienda (√)

John Marsden

5

1

2 corn

Hacienda (√)
Small Sugar Mill (√)
Construction Hut (√)

Carolyn Townsend

0

3

1 corn

Small Market (√)
Coffee Roaster (x, x)

Building

Cost

Small Indigo Plant
Small Sugar Mill
Small Market
Hacienda
Construction Hut
Small Warehouse
Large Indigo Plant
Large Sugar Mill
Hospice
Office
Large Market
Large Warehouse
Tobacco Storage
Coffee Roaster
Factory
University
Harbour
Wharf
Guild Hall
Residence
Fortress
Customs House
City Hall

1
2
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
5
6
7
8
8
9
10
10
10
10
10

Victory
Points
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4

Plantations
Quarry (√)
Indigo (x)
Tobacco (√, x, x)
Corn (√,√)
Indigo (√)
Sugar (x)
Coffee (x)
Quarry (√,√)
Indigo (√)
Tobacco (√, x)
Corn (√, x)
Tobacco (x)
Sugar (√, x)
Coffee (x, x)
Quarry (√)
Corn (√)
Coffee (√, x, x)

Available

Tiles

Available

1
2
0
0
1
2
3
3
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

Quarry
Corn Tiles
Indigo Tiles
Sugar Tiles
Tobacco Tiles
Coffee Tiles

5 of 8
1 of 10 (1 discard)
4 of 12 (3 discard)
6 of 11 (1 discard)
1 of 9 (1 discard)
1 of 8 (1 discard)

Goods
Corn Goods
Indigo Goods
Sugar Goods
Tobacco Goods
Coffee Goods

Available
4 of 10
8 of 11
11 of 11
9 of 9
9 of 9

Colonists

72 remaining from 95

Victory Points

122 remaining from 122

*****
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Rail Baron 7
Round Five
Arthur still refuses to buy any railways and his pile of cash is slowly diminishing as his costs increase. Jon
adds to his railway collection with the ever-popular D&RGs and quickly starts to earn a healthy return, while
Brad and Richard make some small bolt-on acquisitions.
WILD RHINO RAILWAYS, Brad Martin
Home City: Limon (Central East)
19. (5) 2 NE Trinidad – 3S Trinidad
20. (7) 3S Trinidad – 1NE Santa Fe
21. (12) 1NE Santa Fe – Santa Fe
Buys KDC for 3K
21 bonus (5) Santa Fe – 5N Santa Fe
22. (2) 5N Santa Fe – 4S Trinidad
23. (5) 4S Trinidad – 1NE Trinidad

Cash 8.0K

(AT&SF)
(AT&SF)
(AT&SF)

1K to bank
1K to bank
1K to bank, + 30.0K

(AT&SF)
(AT&SF)
(AT&SF)

1K to bank
1K to bank

Cian Owen
Home City: Creede (Southwest)
19. (5) Colorado Springs – 1N Walsenburg
20. (7) 1N Walsenburg - Alamosa
21. (17) Alamosa - Silverton
22. (2) Silverton – 2S Silverton
23. (5) 2S Silverton – 4SE Durango

Cash 37.0K

(D&RGn, D&RGs)
(D&RGs)
(D&RGs)
(D&RGs)
(D&RGs)

Arthur Owen
Home City: Gunnison (Central Mountain)
19. (5) 1 SE Breckenridge – 1NE Pitkin
20. (7) 1NE Pitkin – Crested Butte
21. (17) Crested Butte - Breckenridge
22. (2) Breckenridge – 2NW Breckenridge
23. (5) 2NW Breckenridge – 3E Glenwood Springs

Cash 55.0K

(DSP&P)
(DSP&P, D&RGn)
(D&RGn, DSP&P)
(DSP&P)
(D&RGn)

Richard Smith
Home City: Las Animas (Southeast)
19. (5) 3W Salida – 2E Montrose
20. (7) 2E Montrose - Ouray
Buys the UP for 15.0K
21. (12) Ouray - Pitkin
11.0K
22. (2) Pitkin – 1SE Gunnison
23. (5) 1SE Gunnison - Baldwin

Variable Pig

5K to Richard
5K to Richard and Cian, + 17.0K
5K to Richard and Cian, + 11.0K
5K to Richard
5K to Cian

Cash 37.0K

(D&RGn)
(D&RGn, RGW)

5K to Cian
5K to Cian, 1K to bank, +17.0K

(RGW, D&RGn, DSP&P) 1K to bank, 5k to Cian, +
(DSP&P)
(DSP&P)

Jon Carter
Home City: Georgetown (North Mountain)
19. (10) Denver - Walsenburg
20. (9) Walsenburg – 3S Alamosa
21. (12) 3S Alamosa – Santa Fe

1K to bank
1K to bank
1K to bank, + 27.0K
5K to Jon
5K to Jon

1K to bank
1K to bank, + 4.0K

Cash 59.0K

(C&S)
(D&RGs)
(D&RGs, RG&SF)
28

1K to bank
1K to bank
1K to bank, +30.0K
Forest Mountain Pig

Buys the ever-popular D&RGs for 54.0K
21 bonus (5) Santa Fe – 3N Espanola
(RG&SF, D&RGs)
22. (7) 3N Espanola – 4E Durango
(D&RGs)
23. (8) 4E Durango – 4W Durango
(D&RGs, RGS)
PLAYER
Brad
Cian
Arthur
Richard
Jon

FIRST DESTINATION
Ward (North Mountain)
Cripple Creek (Central Mtn.)
Grand Junction (West)
Points West (West)
Telluride (Southwest)

PAYOUT
34.0K
25.0K
15.0K
15.0K
25.0K

1K to bank
1K to bank

SECOND DESTINATION
PAYOUT
Breckenridge (North Mtn.)
12.0K
Pitkin (Central Mountain)
9.0K
Las Animas (Southeast)
27.0K
Westcliffe (Central Mountain) 22.0K
Pueblo (Southeast)
24.0K

Brad’s third destination is Lake City (Central Mountain) for 14.0K.
Cian’s third destination is Grand Junction (West) for 13.0K
Arthur’s third destination is Cheyenne (Northeast) for 19.0K
Richard’s third destination is Silverton (Southwest) for 27.0K
Jon’s third destination is Denver (Northeast) for 7.0K and his fourth destination is Rico (Southwest) for
29.0K
The next die rolls are –
Turn
24
25
26
27
28

Die Rolls
3+2
6+3
6+5
4+4
6+4

Bonus Die Roll
4
6
5
2
5

Priority
Richard
Jon
Brad
Cian
Arthur

The players information (number of town arrivals, type of train and balance at the end of the round)
PLAYER
Brad Martin
Cian Owen
Arthur Owen
Richard Smith
Jon Carter

ARRIVALS
7
7
8
6
8

TRAIN
E
N
N
E
S

RAILROADS
DNW&P, CRI&P, AT&SF, TSF&N, CB&Q, KDC
DP, D&RGn
DSP&P, RGW, UP
C&S, DL&NW, CM, D&RGs

CASH
30.0K
81.0K
48.0K
35.0K
40.0K

*****

Railway Rivals
RR Game LXXX – RR2450CH – China Map – Round Ten
Joint Run Offers
CH offers a JR to EIGHT (declined) or TEA (declined) in race 22
CH offers a JR to EIGHT in race 23 (accepted)
CH offers PANDA a JR in race 7
CH will accept JR offers from others
EIGHT offers a JR to PANDA in race 28 (accepted)
Questions
Steve
Just curious about what PEAR's offer was in race 19, I ordered: a) Accept any JR offer with
no more than 1 payment (preference none if tied). My map is pretty hard to read in places I admit.

You declined the JR with PEAR as you had accepted the JR with CH.
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ROGER
Roger
Green

TEA
Richard
Yellow

PEAR
Kev
Pink

CH
Bob
Red

10
-3-2

+3

+1

20
-3+13
5
-1–21

0 JR

EIGHT
Steve
Orange

CB
Arthur
Black

7. Chungking (52) –
Amoy (64)

22. North Korea
(Sp5) - Wuhan (44)
23. Henyang (62) Mongolia (Sp3)

+3+1

0
-1-3

24. Teintsin (21) Paotow (33)

+1

5
+1

25. Beijing (16) Tsingtao (23)
26. Hong Kong (66) Shanghai (41)

+2

0
+2-3+
2-3

Total

10
-5

+2
20
+1

10
-2–6+
1

20
+3–2+
6–1-9

0
+3+9

+6
10 JR

45
3
0
+1
49

85
16
-7
-1–2+1
91

再没有
Jon
Brown

+3

10
-1

27. Chengtu (51) Lanchow (35)
28. Luta (11) Keiyang (53)
Last Turn
Points from Races
Builds

20
+2–13
0 JR
-1+3+
3+5
20
-1+12

PANDA
John
Blue
20

83
22
0
+2+1
107

100
20
-7
-1 -1 -6 -1
104

138
56
0

39
37
0

194

76

20
-6
10 JR

92
44
-1
+ 6 +1
136

43
12
0
55

TEA:
(S22) - - - R22 - Q23 - Q24 - Q25: (D52) – Sian
CH:
(I12) – I11 – I10 - I9 - H8: (I16) - I17 - H17: (R25) - Q25
PANDA:
(H1) – G1
All others did not order builds
The map is available at https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/chinaRR.pdf. The fifth set of races are
29. Shanghai (42) - Kunming (54): 30. Tatung (31) - Any Seaport (Sp6): 31. Amoy (64) - Anshan (12) 32.
Vietnam (Sp1) - Beijing (15):
33. Nanking (26) - Chungking (52)
34. Chengchow (24) - Kwangchou (65):
35. Nanchang (46) - Sian (36)
Enter any four races and build up to 6 points.

RR Game LXXXI – RR2451OR – Oregon Map – Round Ten

19. Klamath Falls (44) Portland (14)
20. Coos Bay (34) Mitchell / Mount Vernon
(53)
21. Washington State (62)
- Hermiston / Milton
Freewater (54)
22. Idaho (63) - Salem (22)
23. Silver Lake / Lake View
(45) - Roseburg (35)
24. Portland (13) Corvallis (25)
Variable Pig

IWW
Brad Martin
Blue
20
+1
10
-1

ROGER
R. Trethewey
Green

15
+1-1

0
-1

ORE
John Marsden
Orange

0
+1+4

+1
20
15
-2+1
30

HEART
Steve Ham
Purple
10
-1
20
-4

15
+1
20
-1+3

10
-3

0
-1

15
+2
Forest Mountain Pig

Last Turn
Points from Races
Builds
Total

169
66
0
235

94
13
-8
99

173
42
0
215

194
49
0
243

ROGER:
(H17) - G18 – G19 - G20 – F20 – E21 - D21 – C21 - B20.
All others did not order builds
The map is available at https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/OregonRR.pdf.
The fourth set of races are
25. Eugene (31) - Astoria (11):
26. Bend (46) - Corvallis (26)
27. California (66) - Oakridge / Madras (33):
28. Portland (12) - Pendleton (55)
29. The Dalles (51) - Albany (24):
30. Ontario / Burns Junction (61) - Ashland (42)
Enter any four races and build up to 6 points.

RR Game LXXXII – RR2448HN – Honduras Map – Round Nine
HORN
Richard Smith
Blue

BIEN
Christian Bien
Orange

3. Olanchito (35) - Nueva
Ocotopeque (25)
9. Dulci Nombre de Culmi
(63) - Roatan (31)
15. Danli (54) - Trujillo (33)
16. Nacaome (51) Catacamas (62)
17. Tela (12) - Comayagua
(42)
18. La Esperanza (26) Tegucigalpa (45)
19. Nicaragua (Sp4) Wampusirpi (64)
20. Santa Barbara (22) Guatamala (Sp1)
21. San Pedro Sula (14) Tocoa (34)
Last Turn
Points from Races
Builds
Total
HORN:
BIEN:
ROGER:
CENT:

ROGER
R. Trethewey
Green
+5

10 JR
20
-8
5 JR

+8
5 JR
+2
0
-5+1

20
-2

20
-5+2–3+2
20
+2

CENT
Martin Walker
Black
20
-5
10 JR

20
-2
0
-2-3

+5
10
-2

10
+5–1+2
10
+3–2+3

20

160
56
-7
-1+1-1
208

48
34
0
82

10
+2

20
-2

121
35
-8
+1–1-1
147

143
95
0
+1+1
240

(I39) - - - Tocoa - I35: Comayagua - - - Q16
No builds
(H10) – G11 - - - F11 - E12: (S24) – R24 - Q25: (V11) - U12
No builds

The map is available at https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/hondurasRR.pdf.
The fourth set of races is.
22. El Progreso (16) - Roatan (31):
23. Trujillo (33) - Dulci Nombre de Culmi (63)
24. La Esperanza (26) - Danli (54):
25. Wampusirpi (64) - Guatamala (Sp1)
26. Trojes (56) - Pacific Ocean (Sp3):
27. Siguatapeque (41) - Santa Rosa de Copan (23) 28.
Guaimaca / Yuscaran (46) - Tela (12)
Enter any four races and build up to 6 points.
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RR Game LXXXIII – RR2483BF – Burkina Faso Map – Round Six
ROGER
Roger Trethewey
Green

6a) 4. (M11) – N10 – O10,
6b) 3. (O10) – P9 / Gold – P8 – P7,
6c) 6. (P7) – Q7 – R6 - A46 – Bobo Diaoulasso: (P9) - Q10: (O27) - P27.
BANK: 57 + 1 – 3 (OGDGR) - 1 + 1 (V60) – 2 (N2BF) = 53

OGDGR
Judy Ferguson
Red

6a) 4. (B47) – C47 - - - C46,
6b) 3. (C46) – C45 – Banfora: (Q10) – P9 / Gold
6c) 6. (A64) - A65 - - - PAMA - B66 – B67
BANK: 53.5 + 3 - 1 + 3 (ROGER) + 3 (V60) – 1 + 1 (N2BF) = 61.5

6c builds adjusted as estuary between B65 and B66 cannot be crossed
V60
Arthur Owen
Blue
N.M.R.
N2BF
Brendan Whyte
Yellow

6a) 4. (P19) – P20 – P21 – P22: (Banfora) – D43,
6b) 3. (P22) - - - P23,
6c) 6. (P23) – O24: (I12) – H12 – Ouahigouya: (H12) – G13: (D43) – SINDOU:
(Leo) – Tumu / Ghana
BANK: 58 + 3 + 1 – 1 (ROGER) – 3 (OGDGR) + 3 (N2BF) = 61
6a) 4. (Bobo Diaoulasso) - - - C46 - D45,
6b) 3. (R11) - A51 – Dano: (A51) - B50,
6c) 6. (P27) - P28 - P29 - P30 – Diapaga: (N20) – Zorgho - P21.
BANK: 62.5 + 2 (ROGER) + 1 - 1 (OGDGR) – 3 (V60) = 61.5

Copies of the map can be found at https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/BurkinaFasoRR.pdf .
The first set of races is.
1. Ouahigouya (51) - Kombissiri / Ziniare (45):
2. Ouagadougou (43) - Niangolako / Mandagoroo (13)
3. Titao / Yako (54) - Fada N'Gourma (35):
4. Sapoui / Manga (32) - Zorgho / Boulsa (61)
5. Hounde (23) - Gorom Gorom (66)
6. Gaoua (15) - Gold (Sp5)
7. Dano / Boromo (26) - Benin (Sp3)
Enter any four races and build up to 10 points.

RR Game LXXXIV – RR2484BF – Burkina Faso Map – Round Six
YAM
Steve Guest
Orange

6a) 2. (Tenkodogo) - A64 - B63 [Bawku, Ghana],
6b) 4. (N24) - N25 - - - N26,
6c) 5. (N26) - N27 - N28 / Gold - N29 - N30 - Diapaga.
BANK: 73.5 – 1 (TRAP) + 1 (BARF) = 73.5

TRAP
Michael Pargman
Green

6a) 2. (Ouargaya) – A64 - B64,
6b) 4. (G13) - F12 [Kiri, Mali]: (N28) – M29 – L29 [Niger]: (A51) – DANO,
6c) 5. (E50) – F49 – G49 – H48 [Bienou, Cote d'Ivoire]: (K15) – Samba:
(Leo) – C55 [Tumu, Ghana].
BANK: 67 + 3 + 1 (YAM) = 71

BIEN
Christian Bien
Yellow

6a) 2. (P21) - P22: (N9) - Dedougou,
6b) 4. (P22) - - - P23 – P24,
6c) 5. (P24) - P25 - O26 – O27 - O28 - P28.
BANK: 37 – 1 (YAM) – 3 (TRAP) - 1 + 1 (BARF) = 33

BARF
Bob Gingell
Red

6a) 2. (Rao) – M14 – L14,
6b) 4. (A57) – A58 – PO: (O11) – P11 – BOROMO,
6c) 5. (Po) – C59 [Navrongo, Ghana]: (Niangoloko) – G43 [Kaouara, Cote d’Ivoire]:
(I24) – H24 – G25 - F25 [Tera, Niger].
BANK: 62.5 + 3 + 3 – 1 (YAM) + 1 – 1 (BIEN) = 67.5

Copies of the map can be found at https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/BurkinaFasoRR.pdf.
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The first set of races is.
1. Gorom Gorom (66) - Orodara (12)
3. Titao / Yako (54) - Koudougou (46)
5. Dano / Boromo (26) - Leo / Po (31)
7. National Park (S6) - Sapoui / Manga (32)

2. Djibo (65) - Dedougou (24)
4. Ouahigouya (51) - Banfora (14)
6. Kombissiri / Ziniare (45) - Togo (Sp2)

Enter any four races and build up to 10 points.

RR2485BF Round 6,
GM Bob Gingell
KWH builds to the East and West but not to the South, which might disappoint VOLTA. KENDO continues
Eastwards while BuFFER extends its reach in the North-East.
GM notes:
1. The Operating Round build allowances will be at the lower end of the usual range of allowances as
Building Round allowances have been generous and the map is fairly small.
2. Special runs with alternative destinations decided by a die roll will have one alternative in Rounds 7-9 and
the other in Rounds 10-12.
Round 6 build allowance: 5, 4, 3.
KWH (Richard Smith), blue: 63 -0+1 = 64
6a. (Fada-N'Gourma) --- - - O28
6b. (O28) - - - Diapaga; O9 - P9 [Au]
6c. (Noura) - - J6 - Benena [Mali]
VOLTA (Brad Martin), brown: 78 -5+8 = 81
6a. (Gorom Gorom) - - Dori; (R6) - A46 - Bobo-Diaoulasso - C47 [-1kn, -3b]
6b. (C47) --- D47 [-1k]; (R18) - A59
6c. (Ouargaya) - - - Dapaong [Togo]
KENDONAGASAKI (Jim Reader), yellow: 57 -5+1 = 53
6a. (P21) - --- - P24
6b. (P24) - Fada N’Gourma; (P24) - P25 [-1v]; (R2) - R1 [Mali]; (A49) - B49 [-1b]
6c. (E21) - E22 - Dori [-2v]; (E22) - D22 [-1v]
BuFFER (Bob Pitman), red: 41 -4+4 = 41
6a. (G24) - F24 - Tera [Niger]; (F24) - - D23 - D22 [-1v]
6b. (Boganda) - L23 - L24; (Yako) - I14 - Ouahigouya [-3v]
6c. (L24) --- Gayeri
Round 7 races (enter any 4):
1: 14 (Banfora) – 25 (Noura / Solenzo)
2: 26 (Boromo / Dano) – 66 (Gorom-Gorom)
3: 35 (Fada N’Gourma) – 11 (Sindou / Kayan)
4: 44 (Ouagadougou) – #1 (Cote d’Ivoire)
5: 55 (Samba / Kongoussi) – 45 (Ziniare / Kombissirri)
6: 65 (Djibo) – 54 (Yako / Titao)
7: #6 (National Park) – 32 (Manga / Sapoui)
Build allowance for Round 7: 10 points (excluding payments to others)
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RR2494NK Round 3
GM: Bob Gingell
ROGER and NADA both head south but NADA is slower to reach other cities. KJB has the advantage in the
East.
Round 3 build allowance: 5, 6, 6
KIM JONG BOOM, Orange, Jim Reader; 26 +6 = 32 +18 = 50
3a. (Hamhung) - - - A69; (V31) - V32 - WONSAN
3b. (A69) - - SINPO; (A69) - - - D67; (Wonsan) - X33
3c. (D67) - - - G66 - TANCHON; (G66) - - I65
NADA, Blue, Richard Smith; 26 +6 = 32 +21 = 53
3a. (Pyongyang) --- - - K36
3b. (K36) - - SARIWON - L38; (Sariwon) - J38; (C25) - C24 - SINUIJU
3c. (Q20) - Q19 - R18 - KANGGYE - Q17 - Q16 – MANPO
ROGER, Green, Roger Trethewey; 26 +12 = 38 +3 = 41
3a. (Pyongyang) --- - - K36
3b. (K36) - SARIWON; (R26) --- - - T25
3c. (B25) - - Sinuiju; (T25) - - V26 - W26 - Hamhung
Build allowance for Round 4: 3, 4, 4

RR Game LXXXVI – RR???? – West Cumberland Map – Game Start
The following players have signed up to play a game on the old West Cumberland map - Brad Martin, John
Marsden, and Ian Owen. Please can you send your company names, start and colour preferences for next
issue; start towns were not specified on the map, so players can choose from any of the double towns
(Egremont, Whitehaven, Workington, Maryport or Cockermouth). Copies of the map can be found at
https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/West_CumberlandRR.jpg.

RR Game LXXXVII – RR???? – Norwegian Fjords Map – Game Start
The following players have signed up to play a game on the Norwegian Fjords map - Richard Smith, Roger
Trethewey, Kev Lee, and Steve Ham. Please can you send your company names, start and colour
preferences for next issue; start from any coastal town. Copies of the map can be found at either
https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/Norwegian_fjordsRR.jpg or https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/rr-nf-original.pdf.

RR Game LXXXVIII – RR???? – South Africa Map – Game Start
The following players have signed up to play a game on the South Africa map - Michael Pargman, Brendan
Whyte, Bob Gingell, Roger Trethewey and Steve Guest. Please can you send your company names, start
and colour preferences for next issue; start from any port. Copies of the map can be found at
http://variablepig.org/maps/rr/South_AfricaRR.jpg.

RR Game LXXXIX – RR???? – Prairies Map – Game Start
The following players have signed up to play a game on the Prairies map - Bob Gingell, Brendan Whyte,
Kev Lee, Steve Ham, Michael Pargman and Arthur Owen. Please can you send your company names, start
and colour preferences for next issue; start towns are listed on the map. Copies of the map can be found at
https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/prairiesRR.pdf
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Robo Rally 6
Round Three
Buggerbot puts his digital fingers in ears and tries to hunker down on conveyor before declaring “Let Max
Chaos reign!” and launching the first Buzz Bomb. This doesn’t travel far before it encounters Ratchet being
pushed by Robbie and the subsequent explosion affects them all. More chaos then ensues as Norfolk
Gundam’s radio control sends Minaj astray, although the latter’s mechanical arm still comes in useful.
Minaj also gets the full blast of Ratchet’s big gun and ends the round in Robbie’s goo. The round ends
with ears ringing as Norfolk Gundam blasts Buggerbot into orbit, helped by his remaining buzz bombs
exploding.
GM Note
This round was not as difficult as last round, but still required quite a lot of effort and help from Bob to
interpret and apply the various special options.
Phase A
Robot
Buzz Bomb

Card
540 1F

Start
K8W

End
J8W

Final
-

Robbie

490 BU

H8W

I8W

Ratchet

210 LT

J8N

J8W

Norfolk Gundam
Gyro Gearloose
Crappie
Buggerbot

180 RT
170 LT
160 RT
150 LT

G10N
L8S
G9N
K8W

G10E
L8E
G9E
K8S

Minaj
Bomb 20
FLAG 5

060 UT
-

F7S
O10E
L7

F7N
O10E
L6

Actions
Launched. Hit by Ratchet and explodes,
causing 4 damage to Ratchet, 2 damage to
Robbie and 2 damage to Buggerbot
J8W Pushes Ratchet to J8N. Gets 2 damage from
Buzz Bomb. Conveyed to J8W. Shoots Minaj
and shot by Ratchet
K8W Pushed by Robbie to J8N. Hits Buzz Bomb
causing explosion and gets 4 damage.
Conveyed to K8W. Shoots Robbie.
G10E Shoots Bomb 20.
L7E Conveyed to L7E
G9E
L8S Launches Buzz Bomb. Gets 2 damage from
Buzz Bomb . Conveyed to L8S
F8W Conveyed to F8W. Shot by Robbie
O10E Power Down. Shot by Norfolk Gundam
L6

Robot
Ratchet

Card
840 3F

Start
K8W

End
H8W

Final
I8W

Buggerbot
Crappie

760 2F
710 2F

L8S
G9E

L10S
H9E

N10E
I10N

Gyro Gearloose
Norfolk Gundam
Minaj

460 BU
250 LT
050UT

L7E
G10E
F8W

Robbie

220 RT

G8W

-

O10E
L6

K7E
K7E
G10N G10N Radio Controls Minaj
F8E
G8E Conveyed to G8E. Shot by Norfolk Gundam
with Radio control. Shoots Robbie. Tags Flag
2 with Mechanical Arm
G8N
H8N Pushed by Ratchet to G8W. Conveyed to
H8N. Shot by Ratchet
O10E O10E Power Down. Shot by Buggerbot
L5
L5

Phase B

Bomb 20
FLAG 5
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Actions
Pushes Robbie to G8W. Conveyed to I8W.
Shoots Robbie. Shot by Crappie
Conveyed to N10E. Shoots Bomb 20
Blocked by wall. Conveyed to I10N. Shoots
Ratchet.

Forest Mountain Pig

Phase C
Robot
Robbie
Ratchet

Card
690 2F
680 2F

Start
H8N
I8W

End
H6N
G8W

Final
H7N
H8W

Crappie
Buggerbot

660 2F
530 1F

I10N
N10E

I8N
O10E

J8N
O10E

Norfolk Gundam
Minaj

260 RT
260 RT

G10N
F8E

G10E
F8S

G10E
F8S

Gyro Gearloose
Bomb 20
FLAG 5

240 RT
-

K7E
L5

K7S
L4

K6S
L4

Robot
Norfolk Gundam

Card
700 2F

Start
G10E

End
I10E

Final
K10E

Minaj

700 2F

F8S

F9S

F9S

Robbie

360 RT

H7N

H7E

H8E

Gyro Gearloose
Crappie
Ratchet
Buggerbot

310 LT
120 RT
090 LT
020UT

K6S
J8N
H8W
O10E

K6E
J8E
H8S
O10W

K6E
K8E
I8S
O10W

-

L4

J4

J4

Card
730 2F
470 BU
330 LT
200 RT
070 LT
070 LT
-

Start
K8E
H8E
K6E
I8S
K8E
F9S
J4

End
M8E
G8E
K6N
I8W
K10N
F9E
H4

Final
N8E
H8E
K6N
J8W
M10N
F9E
H4

Actions
Conveyed to H7N then blocked by Ratchet
Pushes Minaj to F8E. Conveyor to H8W
blocked by Robbie. Shoots Minaj with Big
Gun. Recoils to H8W
Conveyed to J8N
Locked Register. Pushes Bomb 20 off board.
Shot by Norfolk Gundam with Radio Control.
Tags flag 4
Shoots Buggerbot with Radio Control
Pushed by Ratchet to F8E. Under radio
control. Conveyor to G8S blocked by Ratchet.
Shot by Ratchet with Big Gun.
Pushed to K6S by board pushers
Power Down. Pushed off board by Buggerbot

Phase D

Bomb 20
FLAG 5

Actions
Conveyed to K10E. Cannot use Radio
Control on Buggerbot twice so shoots and is
shot by Buggerbot
Under radio control. Hits and sticks in Goo,
reducing goo strength by 1 (1/4)
Express Conveyor blocked by Ratchet, then
conveyed to H8E. Shoots Ratchet
Conveyed to K8E.
Conveyed to I8S. Shot by Robbie
Locked register. Radio control ineffective.
Shoots & shot by Norfolk Gundam. Dies with
10 damage and payload of two buzz bombs
explodes for 8 further damage. No other robot
was close enough to be damaged by this.

Phase E
Robot
Crappie
Robbie
Gyro Gearloose
Ratchet
Norfolk Gundam
Minaj
Buggerbot
Bomb 20
FLAG 5

Actions
Conveyed to N8E.
Conveyed to H8E. Shoots & shot by Ratchet
Conveyed to J8W. Shoots & shot by Robbie
Conveyed to M10N
Under radio control. Stuck in Goo (1/4)
.

Bomb 20 and Buggerbot died and lost a life and their option. They will reappear in O10 (their last
checkpoint) as virtual robots, with 2 points of damage and a free choice as to facing. Virtual robots cannot
shoot or be shot and can enter squares containing other robots; they cannot push or be pushed, but they
are affected by all board elements; at the end of the Round a virtual robot becomes real if it is alone on a
square.
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Status Report
Player

Robot

John Walker
Chris Hibbert
Bob Gingell
Bob Pitman
Steve Ham

Minaj
Gyro Gearloose
Ratchet
Bomb 20
Norfolk Gundam
Robbie
Buggerbot
Crappie

Michael Pargman

Brendan Whyte
Richard Smith

Position

Damage

F9E
K6N
J8W
(O10)
M10N
H8E
(O10)
N8E

4
4
9
2
3
8
2
3

Lives
Lost
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0

Specials
Mechanical Arm
Gyro Stabilizer
Big Gun (0)
Radio Control
Goo Dropper (2)
Pressor Beam

Check
point
G9
Flag 5
B4
O10
Flag 5
G9
O10
G9

Flags
2
5
2, 4
5
2
5, 4
2

1
5

3
Gyro
Robbie

Minaj
Goo

Crappie

Ratchet

2

4
Gundam

The movement order is as follows
Robots move according to the card for the phase. Higher priority cards go first.
Express Conveyor Belts move one square
Express Conveyor Belts move their second movement AND Normal Conveyor Belts perform their one
movement.
Pushers push one square if active this phase.
Gears turn 90 degrees.
Crushers crush if active this phase (none in this game).
Board-mounted AND robot-mounted laser beams damage robots, followed by any movement caused by an
optional weapon.
Checkpoints touched.
After the fifth phase, all robots on checkpoints or repair sites are repaired.
The game will end when a robot ends the round on his 5th flag. Tagging the 5th flag is not sufficient to end
the game (this is my normal rule).
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Rules for the Buzz Bomb
Brendan asked for a clarification as to how the Buzz Bombs worked – hopefully, here is a summary of what
was agreed in consultation with Bob.
The Buzz Bomb comes from the Armed and Dangerous expansion. That rule book answers some of the
questions and other answers are implied.
1. The bomb does start in your current location, but you may choose its direction. "Turn programmed"
means launch is at the start of the turn but devices only become active so as to explode either when
they separate from the launching robot or in the Resolve Laser Fire segment at the end of the first
movement phase (which means after all movement including board elements such as conveyors).
2. Once launched it continues until it explodes. The rules say it blows up when it hits another bot or a
wall. This could include the robot that launched it. Note that a robot moving into a space with a
missile or buzz bomb (e.g., on a conveyor belt) can cause it to explode
3. The Buzz Bomb is a "launcher" and the special rules for launchers say that if the option is destroyed
or 'exchanged' (i.e., discarded) to prevent damage, then any unlaunched explosive "devices" (i.e.,
remaining buzz bombs) will explode. This means that two buzz bombs would cause 8 points of
damage to the robot, with 4 and 2 damage at ranges 1 and 2 (double damage not a larger
explosion). If the launcher is empty then no such damage can be caused, and it can be discarded
safely to avoid a point of injury. If the robot dies from laser fire then the explosion of the bombs it
carries could damage neighbouring robots but falling into a pit would only affect the dying robot and
such overkill would not carry forward to the reborn robot. In contrast Big Gun is also a launcher but
its shells are not exploding devices, and Goo Dropper is a launcher and goo is a device, but goo
does not explode.
4. The buzz bomb will die if the launching robot dies or if it flies off board. Reason being that the
launcher option effectively grants control to the robot, and off board nothing survives.
5. Only one bomb can be in the air at any one time, and it can be launched in any direction.
6. The blast radius is shown below as diagonals do not exist in RoboRally. Walls block blasts.
1
121
12421
121
1
7. The buzz bomb is a "flying device" so all 'flat' factory floor elements including conveyor belts, gears
and pits are ignored. It is also not affected by board lasers or robot lasers and weapons like the
Pressor Beam. It is affected by walls, crushers and pushers that are assumed to stretch from floor to
ceiling whereas other elements are floor level.
8. Players must declare that they will launch a buzz bomb before they receive the bomb’s movement
cards. This more closely matches the f-t-f game and prevents the player from having an advantage
knowing the cards in advance.
Further Clarification of Rules for Special Options
If more than one special weapon effect takes place in a round, then these will do so in the movement card
priority order of the shooters. Should there be interaction between the Radio Control and Scrambler, the
last option played will take effect. Note that a Scrambler can also change a locked register card, which
would then stay locked.
Radio Control, additional clarifications, and corrections. The option card states that the entire program of
the target robot is replaced by that of the owner of the Radio Control, but in this game this effect will only
take place in subsequent phases (as with Scrambler but replacing all cards). Like Scrambler it cannot be
used in Phase E. Multiple targets can be controlled if shot in different Phases. A major restriction is that
Radio Control cannot affect locked registers: only Scrambler can do that.
Gyroscopic Stabiliser is a Turn Programmed option so it is ordered on or off for the whole round: it cannot
be switched on in one phase and off in the next. Goo Dropper is a Phase Programmed option so can drop
separate Goo in more than one phase within the same round: it is not limited to one drop per Round.
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Mechanical Arm is a Run Time Option so is always on and will automatically tag all adjacent checkpoints
and flags unless ordered not to tag a particular location. Launchers (such as Big Gun, Goo Dropper and
Buzz Bomb) that have used up all their payload continue to exist and can be either reloaded or discarded
to soak up 1 damage point. One installed option is destroyed when a robot dies.
Questions
Chris Hibbert
and H3?

What if just before the conveyor belts activate, there are robots on M8 and L9 or I4

I assume you mean K8 and L9 or I4 and H3. Answer is that neither robot will move as they will block each
other – see phase C above.
Steve Ham

Do the rules mean that radio control isn’t working on this phase (5)?

Yes, because the radio control affects the following phase movement, but robots will all reprogram after
phase 5 for the following round.
Whinges
Michael Pargman

I don't have the moves I need, so now I just have to hope for the best

Bomb 20
My censors report that I have no good choices and the void ahead of me is the only
path available. I am considering that this is all faulty data, I could fulfil my purpose and explode but
exploding on the basis of faulty data goes against my programming. Is the GM false data. I must think on
this further.
Chris Hibbert

If BuggerBot backs up as his first move, I'm off the board. Oh, well.

Press and Comments
Brendan Whyte

Oh boy. Jim may have bitten off more than he wanted to chew...

Bob Gingell
I would not have chosen to include Buzz Bombs in the choice of options as they do
add extra complication, but they are what they are, and we have a hectic board no matter what.
Brendan Whyte

I'm just glad it's me that's got'em and not some other bot....

Bob Gingell
Yes, they are a good option, especially as an extra weapon, despite the risk of the
payload exploding. Better than my Big Gun! As there are no rules on the Bombs exploding in mid-air if the
robot launching them dies, the implication is that as in James Bond stories the bomb becomes inert once
the controller is neutralised. Mines on the other hand are active as soon as they are launched, as are
targeted missiles. It is the dependence on programmed cards that gives these a more restricted life.

I like the remaining bombs exploding rule should the robot carrying them get killed. It’s particularly
entertaining given the amount of damage Buggerbot has already sustained.
Bob Gingell
Some ‘devices’ such as goo and mines continue to function after the death of the
robot or loss of the option in question, and programmed movement already activated by such options as
Gyroscopic Stabilizer, Scrambler and Radio Control will continue for the rest of the round despite loss of
the option itself. A physical weapon or piece of equipment such as a launcher or mechanical arm is
different since once lost you cannot operate it. Buzz Bombs are ‘devices’ but unlike targeted drones they
cannot operate independently of the remote control that is part of their launcher.
Steve Ham

Another challenging round to adjudicate I think?

Definitely.

*****
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Sopwith T-365VP
Round Thirty-Five
Cameltoe buzzes his remaining opponent’s airfield, while the Gossamer Heron heads away to safety. I
think we can safely play another double turn next round, unless either player objects.
Pilot
2 Gossamer Heron
Chris Hibbert
Start: A1
3 Cameltoe (ACE)
John Walker
Start: A10

Starts
32) J14NW
33) I11NW
34) H8NW
35) J8SW
32) A10
33) A10W
34) A7W
35) A4W

Moves
32) A – LS – LS
33) A – LS – LS
34) LT – LT – A
35) A – LT - LT
32) repair
33) A – A – A
34) A – A – A
35) A – A - A

Ends
32) I11NW
33) H8NW
34) J8SW
35) L10E
32) A10
33) A7W
34) A4W
35) A1W

5 The Ode-ace-ious One
John Marsden
Start: S19
1 Avey Ate Her
Brendan Whyte
Start: J1
4 The Mystery Pilot (ACE)
Brad Martin
Start: J19
6 Red Baron
Arthur Owen
Start: S10

A:D:P
0:7:14

16:7:12

Shot down turn
26,
15 points
Shot down turn
15,
6 points
Shot down turn
10
11 points
Shot down turn
4

3

2

Press
Chris: If John isn't going to give me an opportunity to land, I can just fly around forever. Does a draw make
sense?

This is a valid question. Please can you vote if you would like to end the game now as a draw or continue. If
we continue, I will set a remaining turn limit for the end game.
Rules for this game are available on-line at http://www.fwtwr.com/sopstats/rules.htm.
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Here Be Drag0ns Issue 49
Let’s play darts - Roger tries to set up a finish, hoping for a double top, but just misses
First dart 2x5 (3 outward) = 0 80 - 0 = 80
Dirty Roger does all he can to put his opponent off, but old fat belly is having none of it, with steely
determination hits his double first time. Rolling back the years to the 80’s Jim salutes to the crowd.
First dart 2x15 (2 anti/concentration) = 30 30 – 30 = 0
I thought you both played well for a new game, I had great fun with the commentary. I would be happy to
run another game depending on any feedback on if it was enjoyable to play. I will be introducing a new rule
though, so the throwing is not simultaneous, more akin to the real game. On the first turn players need to
indicate their opponents first throw score. The highest of these will be deducted from that players score.
i.e., the opponent will have thrown first. The game will exactly the same after that except, player 2 will be
throwing the next set of darts.
It’s a knockout – No instructions received from any of the remaining gladiators. So, the expected final
between Messrs Pargman and Pollard takes place. One last chance for the second seed Mr Pollard to have
an impact, or Mr Pargman will do a number on him, albeit an ancient one.
Michael Pargman
Mike Pollard
The rules are – while you remain in the game you can make requests to the GM which I will normally agree
to. You may ask questions which will normally get the response “you may do anything you like”. There may
be questions that I feel do not warrant this response in which case the reply will normally be printed in the
next report. All will be revealed next issue.
NRICH Central 8 of 10 – I was a little premature last issue suggesting Steve had the game sewn up, as he
very honestly pointed out it was actually Richard that was closest last turn. So, the report should have
been. Steve Ham 55 60 Richard Smith 11 33 Total 159/4=39.75
Leader board Steve 3 Ian 2 Richard 2
I’ll make the excuse that I had in my head, what the commentary was going to be and I made the result fit.
Okay, onto this turn Steve Ham 55 62 Richard Smith 26 47 Total 190/4=47.5. Even I can’t get this one
wrong. More good news for Richard as he catches Steve. This is now guaranteed to go all the way. Ian
Owen is also still in with a chance, although no orders for this game received this time.
Leader board Steve 3 Ian 2 Richard 3
Speedway 2 of 6 As expected Mark outstrips his rivals (5+2), leaving some devastation behind him. Arthur
(5) also powers out. He keeps up with Mark though around the bend, due to his exquisite cornering skill.
Chris (4) despite his excellent technique loses a bit of ground having been squeezed to the outside.
Richard (3) is eating dust at the back, no doubt planning how and when to make a move.
Rider
Mark
Arthur
Chris
Richard

APs Ordered
19-5=14
20-5=15
20-4=16
20-3=17

Corner/remaining APs
14
15-1+1=15
16-2+1=15
17

Lane
Inside
Middle
Outside
Fourth

All I need is how many APs you want to use for the next turn. 5 will be used for Mark and any NMRs
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Maximise 1 of 6 – Richard takes an early lead, but I suspect the game will be won by the first player who
can work out the simple? rule on how the scores are calculated. My feeling is that it will be quite difficult to
determine the exact rule, particularly early on, although players should get a feel for what is working best.
Arthur and Ian did not specify which card they wanted to pass so the NMR rule for passing was applied.
Neither player really suffered, as nobody would have any idea which cards, they should play on the first
turn anyway.
Player
Arthur
Chris
Ian
Richard
Discard 1222233456

Cards Held
33456
11246
34556
11456

Score
19
33
27
41

Position
North
South
East
West

Next Pass
South
North
West
East

Players must pass one card and may swap up to 2 cards from their hand with those in the discard pile. Any
NMRs for this game will result in your lowest card being passed.
Parkrun 0 of 4 – The competitors are chatting in their little groups, with a few lone wolfs. The race director
activates his megaphone, “Welcome everyone to the very first Pig Parkrun. I suspect for most of you it will
be your first outing. Feel free to ask any questions. Without further ado, make your way to the start line”.
I didn’t receive any questions that needed the rules to be amended or anything that was misunderstood, so
it looks like we can start. I will just now wait for the orders to come flooding in.
The rules are on the website. Arthur/Ian should have a paper copy.
Nearly the best game in the world – As per last issues postscript, here are the rules. I’ve deliberately
made this game simple and abstract to allow players to take it in any direction. The idea is that, whoever
wants to, that has the greatest number of points at game end, will GM the next one, but amend it in some
way. They might add a rule, improve the report, correct my grammar. Anything they like.
Rules – This is a game for 5 players, which lasts for 5 turns. On the first turn players opt to occupy the 13 or
7 platform, which will contain 13 and 7 points, every turn. These points are distributed evenly amongst the
occupying players. Any balance will be placed on the balance platform.
On subsequent turns players may opt to occupy any one of the three platforms. (The 13, 7 or balance)
The winner will be the player with the most points after 5 turns.
I originally thought the winner would GM the next game, but decided to say the player with the highest
points at the end of the game, who would like to run the next one, as this might encourage more people. I
am therefore looking for 5 players to sign up, could you also please indicate if you would be willing to GM
the next game
Blind tribute 3 of 5 I have now received some other orders from Ian, so can now resurrect this game.
The current position is:
Arthur 4 tributes 21 points remaining
Ian 1 tribute 28 points remaining
Richard 3 tributes 25 points remaining
Ian - I need to know how many points you want to play against Arthur and Richard from the 28 you have
remaining.
Orders are on file from Arthur and Richard, but they are welcome to send revised ones if they wish.
Postscript – now that the dartboard is no longer currently of use, I thought I would use a masthead that was
more in keeping with the subzine.
Just to confirm you are all automatically entered into the parkrun game. I will use the names of everyone
who is active in at least one game. Anyone can join at any point. I will simply replace one of the NMRing
players. If anyone objects to being entered or wants to play anonymously that can also be accommodated.
It’s time to dust off my dice.
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on-the-shelf
vol. XVI, no. 63
28 May 2022
Brought to you by Tom Howell: off-the-shelf at olympus.net. Welcome to on-the-shelf, volume XVI, number 63.

I received a request to check the accuracy of the Snakes and Ladders reports, which I did, finding no errors.
This might be a good time for the SnL players to review the game start announcement from last June.
Congratulations to Richard on his win in Kamakura. With one game ending, we have a game start to keep
our game count at three...

Game Start: Where in the World is Kendo Nagasaki. We are running this outing using the Three Wishes
variant rules to be found at https://variablepig.org/rules/kendo.html. The Mystery Location (ML) will
have a page on Wikipedia that shows geographical coordinates in its upper right corner. It will be very
unlikely that the ML encompasses an area greater than a large city, nor is it likely to occupy as small an
area as, say, a statue in a park. I suggest you look for something in between these extremes. The
individual currently impersonating Kendo Nagasaki may or may not be alive at this time, but is (or was) a
natural human being and also has a page on Wikipedia which does not show geographical coordinates.
And, yes, I’ll try to be gentler with my responses this time.

Round 7

Snakes and Ladders

Cyclonic Winds

Steve, Richard, and Bob move forward, only to see Martin pop out of the floor ahead of them. Roger
manages to escape the hall of mirrors, leaving Judy running in circles and joining the larger map making
group right where she started.
+---------+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+
|
| R1 | R2 | R3 | R4 | R5 | R6 | R7 |
+---------+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+
| Martin | 3 | 13 | 14 | 18 | 23 | 29 | 53 |
| Steve
| 1 | 13 | 15 | 40 | 40 | 46 | 50 |
| Richard | 6 | 7 | 28 | 28 | 28 | 33 | 39 |
| Bob
| 3 | 13 | 17 | 18 | 23 | 29 | 33 |
| Roger
| 6 | 7 | 12 | 14 | 18 | 17 | 23 |
| Brendan | 1 | 3 | 6 | 28 | 33 | 39 | 17 |
| Chris
| 2 | 3 | 7 | 28 | 34 | 39 | 17 |
| John
| 2 | 6 | 7 | 28 | 34 | 39 | 17 |
| Judy
| 4 | 13 | 15 | 18 | 14 | 17 | 17 |
+---------+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+

During turn 7,
at least one trapdoor opened.

off the Reference Shelf
CDs

( audio books )

A Line to Kill, by Anthony Horowitz
A Great Deliverance, by Elizabeth George
Dreaming Spies, by Laurie R. King
The Triumph of Caesar, by Steven Saylor
The Girls of Atomic City: The Untold Storyof the Women Who Helped Win World War II, by Denise Kiernan
The Throne of Caesar, by Steven Saylor
A Banquet of Consequences, by Elizabeth George

DVDs
The Mysterious Etruscans, by Prof. Steven L. Tuck; from The Great Courses

In My Neighborhood
The weather is solid overcast as I write, but there were blue spots up there earlier.
I tend to buy non-perishables in bulk, and like to store them in glass jars. The large size; most of
those I have came to me with pickles in them. I decided I want more – preferably without the
pickles – and realized that the bulk herbs and spices section at my favorite grocers used just the
right

In My Neighborhood continues on page 45
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Machi Koro

Round 16

鎌倆

( Kamakura )

Roger puts together the purchase price of a Stadium, but Richard receives a bountiful harvest in his Produce
Markets and easily completes construction of a Radio Tower, his last landmark, to win the game!
Round Sixteen:
Player

Turn

Roll

Results

Builds

Roger

21

2*†

Roger receives four coins from his Bakeries;
Richard and Steve receive one coin each from
their Ranches.

Stadium

Richard

21

11*

Richard receives 18 coins from his Produce
Markets.

Radio Tower

Steve

21

7*

Roger

22

7*

* rolls two dice † two ones rolled, but no Amusement Park.
Status Table
Player

Coins Buildings

Landmarks

Roger Trethewey

7

Wheat Field, Sushi Bar, Bakery (2), Café (2), Conven- City Hall, Harbor, Train Station,
ience Store, Forest, Stadium, TV Station, Hamburger
Shopping mall
Stand, Furniture Factory, Tax Office, Mine, Restaurant,
Apple Orchard, Soda Bottling Plant (2), Food Warehouse
(2)

Richard Smith

12

Wheat Field (3), Ranch, Bakery (2), Café, Corn Field,
Convenience Store, Forest, French Restaurant,
Business Center, Mackerel Boat (2), Produce Market
(3), Tuna Boat

City Hall, Harbor, Train Station,
Shopping Mall, Amusement
Park, Radio Tower

Steve Ham

2

Wheat Field, Ranch, Bakery, Flower Orchard (3),
Flower Shop (5), Business Center, Pizza Joint,
Vineyard, Hamburger Stand (2), Mine, Restaurant,
Produce Market

City Hall, Harbor, Train Station,
Shopping Mall, Amusement
Park

Final Market Place (numbers in parentheses are the quantity on offer), {numbers in brackets are the cost}:
Café (2) {2}

Ranch (1) {1}

Sushi Bar (2) {4}

Hamburger Stand (1) {1} Cheese Factory (4) {5} Vineyard (1) {3}

Bakery (2) {1}

Forest (1) {3}

Pizza Joint (1) {1}

Tuna Boat (1) {5}

TV Station (2) {7}

Stadium (0) {6}

off the Palantir
Bob Pitman: I haven’t put orders in for Breaking Away, its a carry over with the last set still valid
isnt it?! Thought it best to check, just the points changed no positions
Hope you are well. BOTE just arrived in my inbox... woohoo!
Weather set to fool us over here, hot and sunshiney this morning now as evening approaches
its gone gray and chilly again. Typical May weather... we usually get 2 weeks of summer midMay before June does its best impression of March!
Tom: Yes, the Breaking Away! errors were only in the scores and the game is back on the roads for round
six. I’m well, but a health check confirmed my suspicion of mild depression. It’ll be June soon, and that
usually produces sunshine which will help the depression quite a bit. Back when the media started
mentioning climate change, I told Barb that the weather would be very variable (should have said
‘chaotic’) during the transition. I hate it when I’m right like that.
Steve Ham: I hope you are well. Over here virtually everyone I know has had COVID in the last
8-10 weeks, including me. Felt like Man Flu for a few days and then just brain fog and tiredness
for a couple of weeks. I’m glad it was Omicron rather than one of the earlier variants. Now
nobody is wearing face masks.
Tom: I’m wondering which came first: everyone getting sick or the abandonment of the face masks?
Depending on the place and time of day, I’ll see up to half of us wearing masks or as few as just me.
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Breaking Away!

Round Six

Lake Crescent

Team Spirit surges to the front of the peloton, while Roland and Paine try to break away. Fortunately for
them both the other came along, as one of them arriving on square 55 by himself would have replaced
with a two.
Square
Rider(s)
Replacement Card
55
Roland; Thomas Paine
3
54
53
Simon de Montfort; Brandy; Che Guevara; Gin
3
52
Wilfred Lawrie Nicholas; John Simm
7
51
Cassie Peaches; Moog; Barcelona; Scotch; Anthony Ainley; Rum
9
50
Maximilien Robespierre; Korg
15
49
Fairlight; Sacha Dhawan; Lara Lettice
15
48
Roger Delgado; Sydney
15
47
46
Florence; Stephanie
3
45
44
Athens
3
Listed are the teams, player, accumulated points and manager (if any). Columns show level, card played,
rider's name and cards currently held, with current replacement listed last.
The Masters ( Jim Reader )
Points: 3
Team Manager: Missy
A 3 Roger Delgado
B 15 Anthony Ainley
C 15 John Simm
D 5 Sacha Dhawan

Bojo's Progeny ( Steve Ham )
Points: 15
10 15 10 15
4 15 9
6 15 7
3 9 15

Team Spirit ( Roger Trethewey )
Points: 0
A 15 Scotch
13
B 15 Brandy
10
C 15 Rum
10
D 15 Gin
3

3
7
4
7

4
3
9
3

A
B
C
D

6
9
7
9

Lara Lettice
Cassie Peaches
Stephanie
Wilfred Lawrie Nicholas

10 1
13 3
15 15
8 6

6 15
9
3
7

Favorite Cities ( Chris Hibbert )
Points: 11
A 6 Sydney
11 9 15
B 9 Barcelona
7 14 9
C 4 Florence
11 9 3
D 4 Athens
15 15 3

9

Keyboard Kings ( Richard Smith )
Points: 10
Team Manager: Jean-Michel Jarre
A 4 Fairlight
3 3 3 15
B 9 Moog
15 14 9
C 14 Roland
5 15 3
D 10 Korg
13 15 15

Pedalutionaries ( Bob Pitman )
Points: 0
A
B
C
D

15
15
7
14

Thomas Paine
Che Guevara
Maximilien Robespierre
Simon de Montfort

4 3 6
7 15 3
5 6 15
7 15 3

3

Press: Roland: I don't believe in Peter Pan, Frankenstein or Superman
All I wanna do is ...
Scotch to Missy: Make sure Roger Delgado takes a lateral flow test before he spends time with Fairlight.

In My Neighborhood continued from page 43
size. So I asked if it would be possible to buy some through the store. I was told they have not been
able to get any lately. The brown glass jars which they prefer seem not to be available at all, and the
clear ones appear to be having ‘supply chain issues’. I would think that fits in nicely with the local
decision to quit recycling glass and send it to the land fill. Maybe it’s time for me to buy a case of
pickles in gallon jars and start scarfing them down wholesale.
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The Celestial Steam Locomotive
Track no. 16
richard530smith@btinternet.com
14th May 2021

This issue's picture is a section of the board for the game Quacks of Quedlinberg which I recently
acquired along with Wingspan, both of which I played and enjoyed on the last Crets holiday, and spotted
going cheep (sic.) on the internet. It is of course my duty as an APBM GM to investigate the possibility
of postalising these, though neither looks too promising.
In the last issue I slagged off Wordle for being too easy. Seems it's a bit more of a challenge when played
against the clock: https://speedordle.com/
I haven't mentioned TV shows for a long time here, and I am going to confess to watching something on
Dave: Comedians Giving Lectures intrigued me with its concept of a stand-up comedian doing a joke
version of a real (serious) lecture, usually about a dry topic like economics. I've only seen four episodes
so far and each time I found one of the three lectures (per show) very funny, but Sara Pascoe, who has
to choose the winner, never agreed with me.
I mentioned previously that I started playing the guitar again after a 30-year hiatus, and also tried bass
playing for the first time, and found it very enjoyable. I've got a cheap keyboard and electronic drum kit
too and I'm considering making an album (I can hear the groans) using a second-hand Tascam DP008EX I got on eBay. I have been composing some original material but also having fun playing old rock
stuff...
...I used to think the easiest rock riff you can play on the guitar was Smoke on the Water until I watched
this vid https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1tsw3nKDlBE - oldfartrocktastic! I now think it's
Harvester Of Eyes by Blue Oyster Cult, which should be played on the bottom three strings only. Start
with an Em shape, then (keeping the bottom E string open) move up two frets, up one more, back down
one, then back to Em, in a bouncy style.
Waiting lists / game starts: Tom is going to give my Three Wishes Kendo variant a go. Meanwhile, back
at the ranch, I have come up with a new "no research" version of House of Games, rules online at
https://variablepig.org/rules/houseofgames.html#no_research and will be giving it a quick, threeround blast starting this issue (see next page).
Update 19 May: RIP Vangelis. I hope he forgave Rowan Atkinson on his death bed.
Richard
A duck’s quack doesn’t echo and no one knows the reason why. This apparently is Snopes most popular
bogus claim. https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/ducking-the-question/
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HOUSE OF GAMES - NO RESEARCH VERSION - GAMESTART
No Googling, just make your best guess. For Distinctly Average, score 1 point for being closest to the
answer and another for being closest to the average of all players. For Dating and Kazakhstan, it's 1
point for being nearest, 2 if exact. For Answer Smash, as per the TV show +1 point if correct, -1 point if
wrong, but you may pass. Just three turns with the same games this time to keep it simple!
Distinctly Average
1. According to museums.co.uk how many museums are there in the UK as of May 2022?
2. According to Wikipedia, how many species of spider were there in 2021?
3. How many "podiums" has Lewis Hamilton achieved in Formula 1 (up to end of 2021)?

I'm Terrible At Dating
4. In which year did Eratosthenes of Cyrene calculate the circumference of the earth?
5. In which year were the lyrics to "The Star Spangled Banner" written?
6. In which year did Murray Gell-Mann and George Zweig propose that quarks were the building blocks of
all matter?

Where Is Kazakhstan?
7. Which hex on the map contains the Taj Mahal?
8. Was called Dacca now Dhaka, which hex?
9. Which hex contains the second highest mountain on earth?

Answer Smash
10. Band featuring Tracey Thorn on vocals who had a hit with "Missing" / Novel by Paula Hawkins made
into a US movie in 2016
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A Game of thrones - hand of the king - ROUND 1
A Game of Thrones Hand of the King is a popular card game by Bruno Cathala
published by Fantasy Flight Games.
The postal version is for 2 players only, and our pretenders are Tom Howell and
John Walker.
The GM has a copy of the game and the players should read the F2F rules at
https://images-cdn.fantasyflightgames.com/filer_public/07/d3/07d30fde83cf-4de7-abde-3c3a08eacd02/handoftheking_rules_eng.pdf
The first player must choose from one of the possible moves, and the second player needs to provide a
riposte to each of these. Either player should to supply orders for choosing a companion if they capture
(but not kill) the last member of a house.
Game1: John Walker is first player, Tom Howell second player who must provide conditional orders.

John: Margerry Tyrell (1 banner)
Tom: Kevan Lannister, Tywin Lannister (1 banner)
Legal moves are Baratheon up, Stark up, Greyjoy up, Targaryen left, Lannister left, Greyjoy left and
Tyrell left.
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Companions Available:
Ilyn Payne
Hodor
Kill Eddard
Stark in King's
Landing or any
play area

Take Bran Stark
from King's
Landing or any
play area

Shae

Ramsay Snow

Gendry

If you have Tyrion
Lannister in your play
area, Shae counts as
two Lannister cards

Switch the
positions of two
character cards
in King's Landing

Gendry counts
as one
Baratheon
character card

Sandor
Clegane
Kill any character
in King's Landing

Game2: Tom Howell is first player, John Walker second player who must provide conditional orders.

Tom: Kevan Lannister (1 banner)
John: Balon Greyjoy (1 banner)
Legal moves are Baratheon up, Greyjoy up, Greyjoy down, Stark down, Lannister down, Stark left,
Tyrell right, Lannister right.
Companions Available:
Loras Tyrell
Bronn
Take Renly
Baratheon or any
Tyrell character
from King's
Landing or any
play area

Variable Pig

Take Tyrion
Lannister
from King's
Landing or
any play
area

Jon Snow

Jaqen Hghar

Brienne of Tarth

Khal Drogo

Declare a
House; Jon
Snow counts as
two character
cards from that
House

Kill one character
in King's
Landing, one
character in any
play area, and
one available
companion

Take Sansa Stark or
Arya Stark from
King's Landing or
any play area.

Take Daenerys
Targaryen from King's
Landing or any play
area, then kill Viserys
Targaryen in King's
Landing or any play
area
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Century Spice Road - ROUND 2
Rules are on the VP site at https://variablepig.org/rules/centuryspiceroad.html
Claim order for round 2 was John, Jim, Kevin and for round 3 it is Jim, Kevin, John.
1) Payment for last merchant card: Everyone pays in Turmeric (John 1, Jim 2, Kevin 1)
and payments go into the Spice Pot (which can now be bid for: Players who did not receive
a merchant card are eligible for this. Players bid a minimum of 1 VP and a maximum of 5
VPs (not spices). In the event of a tied bid, no-one gets the pot (or pays))
2) Merchant cards played / point cards claimed: Kevin upgrades a Saffron to a Cinnamon, John
upgrades a Turmeric to a Cardamom, and Jim harvests two Turmerics. No point cards claimed.
3) Rest - no players opt to take back their merchant cards.
4) Bidding for merchant cards - Jim gets Upgrade 3 for 2 and Kevin gets Create 1 Saffron and 2
Turmeric for 2. John picks up Create 4 Turmeric for 1.
Next round: Everyone must pay for their merchant cards (John 1, Jim 2, Kevin 2) and this is the first
action. You can use spices (all are worth 1, and they go into the Spice PotTM) or VPs, or a combination of
the two. The Rest action can be employed to take back used cards into the hand. It will cost 1VP if done
this round unless the player does not play a merchant card or claim a point card this round.
Status Table
Player
Kevin
Lee

Claim Order
2

John
Walker

3

Jim
Reader

1

Spices
Turmeric: 4
Saffron: 0
Cardamom: 0
Cinnamon: 1
Turmeric: 3
Saffron: 1
Cardamom: 1
Cinnamon: 0
Turmeric: 2
Saffron: 1
Cardamom: 1
Cinnamon: 0

Unused Cards
Trade 1 Cinnamon for 1
Cardamom and 3 Turmeric
Create 1 Saffron and 2
Turmeric
Trade 1 Saffron and 1
Turmeric for 1 Cinnamon
Create 4 Turmeric

Used Cards
Create 2 Turmeric
Upgrade 2

VPs
0

Create 2 Turmeric
Upgrade 2

0

Create 1 Cardamom
Upgrade 3

Upgrade 2
Create 2 Turmeric

0

Merchant Cards For Sale
1

2

3

Trade 2
Cardamom for
3 Saffron and
2 Turmeric

Trade 4
Turmeric for 1
Cardamom and
1 Cinnamon

Trade 1
Cardamom for
2 Saffron and
2 Turmeric
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Create 2
Saffron

50

5

Trade 1
Cinnamon for
1 Cardamom 1
Saffron and 1
Turmeric

6

Trade 3
Saffron for 2
Cinnamon
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Spice Pot: 4 Turmerics
Point Cards Available
1 (gold +3)

Claim 9 for 2
Turmeric, 1
Saffron and 1
Cinnamon

2 (silver +1)

Claim 11 for 3
Turmeric and 2
Cinnamon

3

4

Claim 6 for 2
Claim 13 for 2
Turmeric and 2 Saffron and 3
Saffron
Cardamom

5

Claim 17 for 2
Turmeric, 2
Cardamom and
2 Cinnamon

Note that I will be assuming there is an inexhaustible supply of gold and silver coins for this game.

Choice - Suppenkasper Variant - ROUNDS 13-15

Round 15's selection was as popular as a rank plate of Hakari and rejected by many. Most players are
now in the black, and not too close to going out. Nobody has played the -2 or the Suppen-Kasper yet.
Scoring Reminder:
•
•
•
•
•
•

If a number has never been chosen, score 0 points.
If a number has been chosen 1-4 times, score -200 points.
If a number has been chosen 5 times, score 0 points.
If a number has been chosen 6-10 times, it scores (no. of times - 5) * multiplier.
The multipliers are 2 = 100, 3 = 70, 4 = 60, 5 = 50, 6 = 40, 7 = 30, 8 = 40, 9 = 50, 10 = 60, 11 = 70,
12 = 100.
Eleven or more occurrences score the same as 10.

Special Rules Reminder:
•
•
•
•
•
•

FdH: Remove any two numbers from the five, leaving one pair plus 1 possible würfel
Null: Do not take a würfel this round
KUR: Take a würfel but no numbers this round
-1: Refuse all the numbers this round
-2: Refuse all the numbers and decrement the count of one of your würfels
Suppen-Kasper: Use all the numbers on your leftovers plate

Only one special card can be played per round, except Suppen-Kasper which can be played on its own,
before another card, or after another card.
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Leftovers Plate:
Any numbers not used as the result of special cards go on the player's leftovers plate. The contents of
each plate are given in the turn report. When a player plays the Suppen-Kasper card, the fussy eater
has been ordered by their mum to eat up what's on the plate. All the numbers must be paired and if
there is one remainder, it may count as a würfel as per the normal rules (there is no obligation to
choose a number that is an existing würfel, one that isn't will either be discarded or become a new
würfel if the player has 2 or less).
Player
Steve Guest
Chris Hibbert
Kevin Lee
Dane Maslen
Michael Pargman
Roger Trethewey
John Walker

Round 13
3+5=8, 4+5=9 w6
3+6=9, 4+5=9 w5
3+4=7, 5+5=10 w6
4+6=10, 5+5=10 w3
3+6=9, 4+5=9 w5
4+6=10, 5+5=10 w3
4+6=10, 5+5=10 w3

Round 14
3+3=6, 6+1=7
3+3=6, 5+1=6
1+3=4, 3+6=9
3+5=8, 3+6=9
KUR w5
1+3=4, 3+5=8
1+6=7, 3+5=8

Player
Steve Guest
Chris Hibbert
Kevin Lee
Dane Maslen
Michael Pargman
Roger Trethewey
John Walker

Score 2 3 4 5
-90
4
+250
5
+60
6
-40
+260
5
+60
2 3
-80
5

6
7
10
8
6
9
9
10

7 8 9
6 5 5
6
6
6
4 1 9
7
8
1 3

w5
w6
w5
w1
w6
w3

Round 15
-1
-1
FdH(6,6), 2+2=4 w1
1+6=7, 2+6=8 w2
-1
1+2=3, 2+6=8 w6
2+6=8, 2+6=8 Null

10 11 12 Würfel
4444---5
2222---4
11111--7
11111--5
11111--8
1111---6
3333----

Würfel
55555--55555--55555--2222---222----333----55555---

Würfel
666----666----6666---33333--55555--66666--666-----

Player
FdH Null Kur -1 -2 Sup Leftovers Plate
Steve Guest
x
x
1,5,1,2,2,6,6
Chris Hibbert
x
x
x
5,1,1,3,5,1,2,2,6,6
Kevin Lee
x
x
5,6,6
Dane Maslen
x
x
5,1,1
Michael Pargman
x
x
x
6,1,2,2,6,6,1,3,3,5,6
Roger Trethewey
x
x
6,5,6
John Walker
x
x
x
x
3,3,4,5,6,5,6,1,1,2,5,1

ROLLS FOR ROUNDS 16-18:

R16: 4,5,5,6,6

R17: 1,2,3,4,6

R18: 1,1,2,3,3

Continuing with 3 rolls per postal turn for the time being.

COSMIC CELEBRITY CRICKET - THEY THINK IT'S ALL OVER...
... it is now! The Whovians are triumphant! Many of the crowd were hoping to see
the lovely Daenerys bowl the horrible Davros, but most were happy to see the bad
guys win. A replica of Brian Cox suddenly appeared and asked one of the
Flungonians to comment. His telepathy tentacles described what most already
knew. Billions of years ago, the Flungonians used to be ravenous omnivorous
monsters who devoured all other life forms on the planet. Only a freak genetic
mutation prevented extinction, a small number developed the ability to live on
sunlight, at the cost of becoming protoplasmic blobs.
Unable to eat, speak or perform any other functions requiring an orifice, they developed telepathy and
became immortal, and got very, very, bored. And they know your Netflix password.
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The Final
Teams: Winter Is Coming vs. The Whovian Supervillains
Venue: Lards
Pitch Conditions: Lards is currently "cracked" spin bowlers +2
Weather: Normal (no mods)
Toss: Whovian Supervillains won the toss and elected to bowl first
Umpires: M Berry and S Cowell
Winter Is Coming: J Lannister, J Snow (C), C Lannister, S Baratheon, Bronn, T Lannister (W), A Stark,
T N King, T Hound, D Targaryen, P Baelish
Whovian Supervillains: T Master (23), T N Consciousness (23), T G Intelligence (24,c), Azal (25),
Davros (22), B Guardian (21,w), L Cassandra (21), Sil (16), Weng-Chiang (11), Missy (11), Rassilon (8)
Ball by Ball
Balls
61-65
66-70
71-75
76-80
81-85
86-90
91-95
96-100

Bowler
Baelish (25)
Hound (25)

Notes
Master to face first ball. Azal hits a 4
H = lbw shout Hound (25) vs. Master (23) 8 rolled -> 3 rolled =
out! Whovians review -> 6 out! Davros gets two successive fours.
Targaryen (28) . H . 6 3 H = possible bowled Targaryen (28) vs. Azal (25) -> 4 rolled = out!
Guardian hits a 6.
Baelish
1 H 1 4 2 H=possible run out (Baelish, fielding 2) -> 6 - 2 = 4 rolled missed
stumps. Guardian hits a 4
Targaryen
6 3 3 3 1 Davros hits a 6
Baelish
6..42
Davros hits a 6, and a 4
Targaryen
11
Davros clips the winning single

Scorecard (Target 159)
Master
Consciousness
Intelligence
Azal
Davros
Guardian
Extras nb 0 b 0 lb 0 w 0
Total (93 balls)
Fall 1-7, 2-44, 3-104, 4-112

Balls
2141.
H..44

lbw

b.
b.
b.
b.

st. T Lannister
not out
not out

Hound
Hound
Stark
Targaryen

39
6
23
36
34
21
0
159-4

Bowling: Hound 15-0-19-2 Stark 20-0-29-1 King 20-0-33-0 Targaryen 17-0-32-1 Baelish 20-0-46-0

Commentary: The Whovians, with 8 wickets left went on the attack, but soon ran into trouble when
The Hound trapped The Master lbw. Umpire Berry had a long look at the replay and declared that whilst
the delivery was a bit of pie, it was going to splatter the stumps for sure.
This brought the ever-popular Davros to the crease who opened his account with two nice fours. Winter
then brought on their star bowler, Daenerys, who immediately wiped out Azal's stumps, though the
Black Guardian managed to hoist her for six soon after. A missed run out chance was then as good as it
got for Winter as Davros and Guardian knocked off the runs with 8 balls to spare.
So whilst clearly better than Wheel of Time, Game of Thrones had to concede defeat to Dr. Who, and the
theme tuned blared out at the stadium: Diddly Dum, Diddly Dum, Diddly Dum ... WOO-HOO!
More game end comments welcome (I have some on file).
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FEUDALITY - ROUND 5
This is based on the original, unexpanded version of Tom Wham's excellent
board game from 2011. See https://variablepig.org/rules/feudality.html
First baron to reach 14 VPs is the winner, or most VPs at the end of round 15.
The state of each baron's fiefdom is recorded on a board image...
(Red) Pitman Fiefdom https://variablepig.org/rules/feudality/pitman_fiefdom.jpg
(Blue) Gingell Fiefdom https://variablepig.org/rules/feudality/gingell_fiefdom.jpg
(Green) Reader Fiefdom https://variablepig.org/rules/feudality/reader_fiefdom.jpg
All three barons make some progress this time. I still haven't drawn a military event, rather it's some
nice taxation from the king this time. Note that barons can refuse to pay the tax (and lose a VP) - shame
this option is not available in the UK!
Note that the Wolf counts as a knight but needs 4 food to hire him. Note also that men-at-arms, archers
and knights all have their own stacks inside the keep. I need to find a way to indicate where there is
more than one in the stack.
One criticism I've seen of Feudality is that there's not much conflict between the barons until later in
the game. Not really a problem for me, just the way it is. Using baronial actions for wars, sabotage and
naughty liaisons with the Queen are all hazardous - so engine building is best early on.
LAST TURN:
• Activations: Baron Pitman: Fisherman (+2 food); Forest (+2 wood); Baron Gingell: Brickyard (+3
stone); Gravel Pit (+1 stone); Baron Reader: Miller (+4 Food).
• Event Card: The event card was: The Queen Tours the Land - all barons receive one resource of
choice: Pitman+1 gold; Gingell: + 1 stone; Reader: +1 stone.
• Purchase Phase: Baron Pitman: Brewery (-1 stone, -1 gold, -1 wood); Baron Gingell: Wizard (-2
gold); Baron Reader: Knight (-3 iron)
• Baronial Actions: Baron Pitman activates the Quarry twice (+4 stone).
• Feeding: Baron Pitman feeds his fiefdom for two food (8 tiles).
• Pass The Shield: Baron Pitman passes the shield to Baron Gingell.
Baron VPs Food Stone Wood Iron Gold
Pitman 2

5

6

4

5

3

Gingell 2

4

9

4

6

7

Reader 3

8

3

2

1

5

THIS TURN:
1. Dice Rolls: The new dice rolls (players may activate ONE tile on or adjacent to the indicated square
for EACH roll) are White 6 Blue 4, White 3 Blue 8 -> bonus roll White 2 Blue 3.
2. Event Card: The new event card is: The King Decrees A New Tax - all barons must pay 4 resources
of their choice, or receive a royal disfavour.
3. Purchase Phase: For tiles available this turn, see below.
4. Baronial Actions: Baron Gingell to choose two baronial actions.
5. Feeding: Baron Gingell must feed his Fiefdom (one food per six tiles, round up)
6. Pass The Shield: Baron Reader is the Senior Player next time.
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TILES ON OFFER:
Pitman

or

or

Gingell

or

or

Reader

or

or

or

and
/or

and
/or

Barons Reader and Gingell both have wizards, no-one has a soothsayer.

Bus Boss - New Forest (BB408NF) - ROUND 1
Everyone got their first choice build except for Kevin who was a tad
unlucky. Neither of the Owens gave me a company name so I've made one
up for each of them which they can change if they wish.
BEAR
Hinton Admiral – New Milton – Lymington
Kevin Lee
BANK: 120 – 12 = 108
Blue
BEAR - Brockenhurst Expressways Are Rampant
GLP
Brockenhurst- Lyndhurst - Ashurst
Jim Reader
BANK: 120 – 12 = 108
Yellow
GLP - Guaranteed Last Place

NOVA
Christchurch - Bransgore - Burley
Ian Owen
BANK: 120 – 12 = 108
Purple
NOVA - Nice Omnibuses Verderers Admire

RUFUS
Brockenhurst- Lyndhurst - Ashurst
Bob Gingell
BANK: 120 – 12 = 108
Green
RUFUS - Rough Under Foot but Useful Seacoast

FIN
Southampton - Totton - Cadnam
Arthur Owen BANK: 120 – 11 = 109
Red
FIN - Forty Is Naughty

Map showing latest builds https://variablepig.org/maps/bb/ingame/BB408NF.jpg
The build order for next round is Jim, Arthur, Kevin, Ian, and Bob.
Please remember (Ian and Arthur) if you are not going first you need to provide alternative builds. The
number of alternatives required is not hard-and-fast. You have to look at the map and where you want
to build and see which of your rivals who are ahead of you in the order might scupper it.
Finally, I should mention that the double shading on the map is to show the main, outer boundary and
the inner "perambulation" boundary, which marks the original area of the New Forest before it was
extended. See https://www.newforestnpa.gov.uk/app/uploads/2018/03/Boundary_map_2013.pdf
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Railway Rivals - NORTH KOREA (RR2495NK) - ROUND 2
The North Korean government has asked me to
point out that the railways built in this game are
used for peaceful purposes only. This includes
transporting food and medical supplies and
allowing little old ladies to visit their loved ones.
The super-duper enormously deadly missiles
that they have trained on the USA and other evil
regimes are transported by road, as shown in the
photograph.
I have a less exciting announcement. Please note
there are rivers to the south and east of
Pyongyang and Kaechon, not terribly clear on the
map.
All five companies get to build track without too much close competition, though three of them do seem
to be converging on Hamhung. Note that KIM IL SONG's 2a build had to be changed slightly as track
cannot be laid through L59 (which is not a nuclear test site). Also TBA's 2b build was intended to reach
Huichon but didn't have enough pips.
KP
Bob Gingell
Red

2a. [5] (K29) - - M28 – M27 - - O26
2b. [6] (O26) - P26 - Q26 --- R26; (O26) - O25
2c. [3] (R26) --- S26
BANK: 23 +1[TBA, L28] = 24

KIM IL SONG
Brendan Whyte
Black

2a. [5] (M56) - - - - M60 - L60
2b. [6] (L60) - - - L63 - - KIMCHAEK - I65
2c. [3] (I65) - H65 - TANCHOU - G67
BANK: 26 +6 +6 = 38

BOINK
Michael Pargman
Green

2a. [5] (N32) - - - - R30; (O35) - N35
2b. [6] (R30) --- --- T29
2c. [3] (T29) - - V28 - V27
BANK: 20 +1[KIT, O35] = 21

TBA
Arthur Owen
Purple

2a. [5] (N32) - N31 - - SUCHON - M30 - M29
2b. [6] (M29) - L28 --- KAECHON - - L25 (only)
2c. [3] (P40) - - R39 - S40
BANK: 20 +6 +6 -1[KP, L28] +1[KIT, O35] = 32

KIT
Brad Martin
Blue

2a. [5] (K29) - - PYONGSONG - - PYONGYANG; (H27) - CHONGJU
2b. [6] (H26) - KUSONG; (Pyongyang) --- K34 -- M35
2c. [3] (M35) - N34 - O35 - P34 (-1 green -1 purple)
BANK: 23 +6 +6 +6 +6 -1[BOINK, O35] -1[TBA, O35] = 45

Rolls for Round 3 are: 3a) 6 3b) 3 3c) 6
The map so far is available at https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/ingame/RR2495NK.jpg
I'm beginning to formulate some ideas about the relative merits of the 5-player game and its start
positions against the 3-player all-start-at-the-capital option. Several different strategies are emerging
and I'm wondering if 4 players might be the sweet spot (?)
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RAILWAY RIVALS - HS2 PRIVATE SECTOR (RR2446HS2) - ROUND 11
This round's HS2 picture shows a protester
being led away at a construction site. You can
see that the enforcers work for Nice Electric
Trains who didn't get a franchise for this
game. You can't see that the protester has
B.U.M. on his clothing.
Speaking of which, BUM was the only one
who could realistically run race 29. Then in
race 30 ZIPPY had a slightly better line (with
a little bit of HS2) than SHIRT. The placings
were reversed in a tight race 31.
I'm not too convinced London should count as East Anglia, but this enabled SHIRT to use HS2 to beat
BUM in race 32. Coventry and Manchester Airport are both places frequented by Jim in the past but he
had to settle for a tie in race 33. BUM was the obvious winner for race 34, whilst race 35, starting in
darkest Newport resulted in more disappointment for TGV and near-certain game victory for SHIRT.
SHIRT

ZIPPY

Michael Pargman

Steve Ham

10 [37]

20 [32]
-4
10 [25]
+3

Blue

29. York (21) - Cambridge
(61)
30. Bristol (56) - Liverpool
(14)
31. South England (S1) Crewe (34)
32. East Anglia (S2) - Lincoln
(41)
33. Coventry (46) Manchester Airport (32)
34. Leeds (22) - Sheffield
(16)
35. Newport (55) - London
(63)
Last Turn
Points from Races
Builds
Points Total

Green

20 [23]
-3
20 [24]

TGV

Jim Reader
Yellow

BUM

Arthur Owen
Red
20 [34]

+4
10 [29]

15 [18]
-3
20 [28]
-4

15 [17]

+3
20 [6]

10 [30]
+4

257
63
+2
322

216
41
+2
259

130
33
0
163

197
53
-1 -2 -2
245

Builds:

BUM: J18 - Wolverhampton [-2 ZIPPY, -2 SHIRT]

Map showing the latest builds available at https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/ingame/RR2446HS2.jpg
The sixth and final set of races are:
36. Burnley or Wigan (12) - Stoke (35)
38. Liverpool (15) - Derby (42)
40. Hereford or Worcester (53) - London (66)
41. Wales (S5) - Leeds (23)

37. Hull (24) - Leicester (45)
39. Birmingham (51) - North (S4)
42. Manchester (31) - London (64)

Enter up to 4 of these, no builds. You can send game end comments now or wait till next time. Swampy
doesn't mind.
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RAILWAY RIVALS - HONDURAS (RR2449HN) - ROUND 9
A good round for RONDAS sees the company finally move
into profit, whilst BRR manages to bank over 200 Lempiras,
but a poor round for GTN sees them drop back and almost
get overtaken by LLUVIA.
In race 15, only two trains braved the fetid swamps, with the
BBR / SHIRT combo narrowly winning. RONDAS then
pipped his rivals to Guatemala in race 16, after which SHIRT
had an easy win in race 17.
More dosh for RONDAS thanks to a 1-pip win over LLUVIA
as they chugged along the north coast in #18.
The next two races were both comfortable wins for BRR via his east coast line, then the round was
topped off with a four-way sprint from Yoro to Quimistan, narrowly won by LLUVIA.
GTN

Bob Gingell
Black

15. Comayagua (42) - La
Mosquitia (S5)
16. El Pariaso (55) Guatamala (S1)
17. La Paz (43) - Choloma
(13)
18. Puerto Cortes (11) Trujilio (33)
19. Choluteca (53) Juticapla (61)
20. Santa Rosa de Copan
(23) - Catacamas (62)
21. Yoro (36) - Quimistan
or Copan Ruinas (21)
Last Turn
Points from Races
Builds
Points Total

LLUVIA DE
PECES

Jim Reader
Yellow

10 [41]
+5 -3
10 [26]
-3
0 [24]
+2 -2 +1

SHIRT

Michael
Pargman
Green

10 JR [38]
-2 +3
5 [32]
-4 +3
20 [15]
-2 +3
10 [21]
-2 -2 +3

+2

RONDAS

BRR

Arthur
Owen

Brad Martin
Blue

Red

10 JR [38]
-3
5 [28]
-3

20 [31]
+4
+2
20 [21]
+2 +2 -3 -1
10 [20]
-2

5 [17]
-3 -7

10 [41]
-2 -8
20 [18]
+6 +3 -1

+4
5 [17]
-6 -1

0 [20]
+1 +1 +7

122.5
17
-4 -1
134.5

87
41
+1
129

136
38
-3
171

-6
63
+1
58

20 [18]
20 [35]
-4 +8

158.5
53
-6 -1
204.5

Builds:

GTN: (D50) - - - - H48 [-1 RONDAS]
LLUVIA DE PECES: No build
SHIRT: (A37) --- Olanchito
RONDAS: No build
BRR: (J36) - - --- J33 - Trujillo [-1 LLUVIA]

In-game map showing the latest builds at https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/ingame/RR2449HN.jpg
The fourth set of races are:
22. Brus Laguna or Leimus (65) - Guatamala (S1)
24. Pacific Ocean (S3) - Trojes (56)
26. Santa Rosa de Copan (23) - Siguatepeque (41)
27. Dulce Nombre De Culmi (63) - La Ceiba (32)

23. Tegucigalpa (44) - San Pedro Sula (14)
25. Gracias (24) - San Lorenzo (52)
28. Tela (12) - Yoro (36)

Enter up to 4 new races and build up to 4 points of track.
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RAILWAY RIVALS DISCOVERY (RR2491XX) ROUND 5
Our intrepid companies may be getting tired out after
a long squawk, but they need to get up and swing their
fishes for two more build rounds and lots more
discovering!
Only three towns "go public" this time (and discovery
teams were a tad unlucky this round). Are all the
double towns Python team members and the single
ones famous sketches? Could be? Perhaps they should
try harder not to be seen.
GET

5a. [6] (S36) - - DEAD PARROT [25]; (Happy Valley) - - K32; (Q41) - Q42; (H45) H46
5b. [2] (Happy Valley) - J33 - I34
5c. [6] (K32) - - PALIN [11/12]; (Q42) - - - Q45; (H46) - H47
BANK: 55 +6 +6 +1[BHP, R32] = 66

Bob Gingell
Purple
BHP-Billiton
Brendan Whyte
Black

5a. [6] (P33) --- Argument - R32 - S33 - T33
5b. [2] (H40) - - J41
5c. [6] (A43) - - Y16 - - - - U14
BANK: 33 -1[GET, R32] = 32

ROGER
Roger Threthewey
Green

5a. [6] (P22) - - - S21 - - - V22
5b. [2] (I20) - - K19
5c. [6] (K19) - - - - - - Q16
BANK: 50

Explorer
Chris Hibbert
Yellow

5a. [6] (Cheeseshop) - - O49 - O50; (W48) --- W49
5b. [2] (O50) - O51; (P48) - O48
5c. [6] (O51) --- FISH-SLAPPING [45]; O48 - - - L46
BANK: 20 +6 = 26

The public map so far is here https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/ingame/discovery_public_r5.jpg and
there is the following additional information: A17, A21, C22, D22, E22, E23, D23, D24, D25, K28, L28,
F29, F30, F31, F32, Z29, Z30, D79, D80, C81, C82, B82, W56, Z34, G27, H27, A38, B37, C37, T13, U13,
N51, N52 are sea hexes. G23 is all or part of Lake Albatross. Y30 is a ferry terminus to Derek (half of
Sp6). B81 is a ferry terminus to Black Adder (Sp5). G30 is a ferry terminus to Big Train (Sp3). E24 is a
ferry terminus to Red Dwarf (Sp4). Y35 is a ferry terminus to Clive (the other half of Sp6). B38 is a ferry
terminus to Big Train (Sp3). U14 is a ferry terminus to The Goon Show (Sp2).
Ferries owned: B81-Explorer; Y30-GET; Y35-Explorer;
Player
Bob Gingell
Brendan Whyte
Roger Trethewey
Chris Hibbert
Round 1

2

3

Company
GET
BHP-Billiton
ROGER
Explorer
4

5

Colour
Purple
Black
Green
Yellow

Start Hex
Y29
G29
A18
C80

Team 1
D38
W37
X22
H51

Team 2
A51
S43
Y15
S42

Team 3
D50
M49
Z9
K39

Team 4
R46
R15
U10
K48

6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Limit 16 16 16 14 12 10 8 8 6 6 6* 6*

Build Rolls for Round 6 (fifth build round): 6a) 6 6b) 6 6c) 6 (oo-er!)
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VARIABLE PIG (FOREST MOUNTAIN PIG)
Polar Pig #194

on-the-shelf
vol XVI , #63

The Celestial Steam
Locomotive #16

Here Be
Dragons #49

jim_reader”of”hotmail
.com

off-theshelf”of”Olympus.net

richard530smith"of"btinternet
.com

hbdragons”of”btinternet
.com

Jim Reader is the editor. Richard Smith does the printing and distribution from the UK and maintains the
Variable Pig website https://variablepig.org. The site holds back issues, game rules and RR/BB maps.
There is also a Mailing List which is currently used to register interest in the zine, and is hosted on the VP
web server. To (un)subscribe go to https://variablepig.org/mailman/listinfo/piggers_variablepig.org.

PIG WAITING LISTS
6 NIMMT! – John Walker, Kev Lee, Dane Maslen, Arthur Owen, Carolyn Townsend, and Steve Ham. Up to
10 wanted. (Polar Pig)
BUS BOSS – Orwell and Stour map. Game Start inside (Polar Pig)
RAILWAY RIVALS West Cumberland Map - Game Start inside (Polar Pig)
RAILWAY RIVALS Norwegian Fjords Map – Game Start inside (Polar Pig)
RAILWAY RIVALS South Africa Map – Game Start inside (Polar Pig)
RAILWAY RIVALS Prairies Map – Game Start inside (Polar Pig)
BREAKING AWAY – Game start inside (Polar Pig)
STRATEGIC SUMO – Ian Owen vs.1 more wanted (Here Be Dragons)
NRICH CENTRAL – anyone can join in (Here Be Dragons)
LET’S PLAY DARTS – rules changes mean variable numbers can play (Here Be Dragons)
NEARLY THE BEST GAME IN THE WORLD (New) – 5 players wanted (Here Be Dragons)
PARKRUN (New) – All reader game, game start inside (Here Be Dragons)
WHERE IN THE WORLD IS KENDO NAGASAKI – THREE WISHES VARIANT (New) 6-12 wanted. Game
start inside (on-the-shelf)
HOUSE OF GAMES - NO RESEARCH VARIANT (New) – All reader game, quick three-rounder. Loads
wanted. Game start inside (Celestial SL)

THE DEADLINE FOR VARIABLE PIG (UKRAINIAN WHITE STEPPE) is

Friday 24th June 2022

The Ukrainian White Steppe Pig is a general-purpose pig developed by M. F. Ivanov in the early 20th century at an experimental farm in the Kherson
Oblast and was the first Soviet pig breed to be developed. It was derived by breeding local breeds from the Southern Ukraine with large white boars
and officially recognized in 1932. It was one of the numerous breeds in the former Soviet Union, but numbers are now declining, and the breed is
endangered. It is similar to the Large White, but more robust and better suited to the Southern Ukraine climate.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ukrainian_White_Steppe

